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Executive summary
MRIWA project M431, entitled Ground Support System Optimisation (GSSO), commenced in
November 2013 and was due for completion in April 2017. An extension to complete the project by
the end of 2017 was granted by MRIWA in July 2017.
One of the main deliverables of the project is the production of a state‐of‐the‐art textbook on ground
support in mining. The completion of the book has been delayed until July 2018, due to the
comprehensive peer review process and high quality production sought for the manuscript.
The following three other sub‐projects involved in M431 are now completed:
1. Review, compilation and analysis of ground support design practices at mine sites.
2. Further development of a probabilistic approach for support design.
3. Development of a methodology based on currently existing numerical modelling tools.

Review, compilation and analysis of ground support design practices at mine sites
A comprehensive review of ground support design practices based on mine site visits, interviews and
the study of 92 Ground Control Management Plans (GCMPs), has identified a major gap in the design
practices. Up to 75% of mines based their initial support design on the Grimstad and Barton (1993)
graph which is not suited to mining. Furthermore, most mines use the method incorrectly.
The project has used the large database collected through the GCMPs to develop new guidelines for
the initial design of ground support system in mine drives 4‐6 m wide, at the feasibility study stage.
The guidelines are summarised in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1

Ground support guidelines for mine drives of 4 to 6 m span
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This sub‐project is described in Section 3 of this report.

Further development of a probabilistic approach for support design
The objective of this sub‐project was to prepare the foundations for the mining industry to eventually
move towards the use of probabilistic and risk‐based methods for ground support design.
The literature and theories relevant to probabilistic and risk‐based methods has been reviewed and
condensed into two Chapters of the book to enable mining and geotechnical engineers to familiarise
themselves with these techniques practically unapplied to underground mining. Some basic tools have
also been developed within the mXrap software to facilitate the application of these methods to
ground support design.
A comprehensive case study was developed to illustrate how this new and more sophisticated
approach to ground support design can be applied in a practical mining situation. This sub‐project is
described in Section 4 of this report.

Development of a methodology based on currently existing numerical modelling
tools
Numerical modelling has been applied to ground support design by mine practitioners, consultants
and researchers. Mine practitioners generally use simple models and do not explicitly model the
ground support element. Some consultants and researchers used more sophisticated models to
explicitly reproduce every ground support element in the model. These models are rarely sufficiently
calibrated to assess the accuracy, limitations and practicability of this technique to the day‐to‐day
mining situation.
The project undertook to design and install two comprehensive cluster of instruments underground
at the George Fisher mine to carefully comprehensively test the most sophisticated numerical
modelling approaches. It was concluded that:
In regard to the applicability of numerical modelling for ground support design, this study has shown
the following:
 This type of modelling requires a significant amount of time and expertise which is generally
not available at mine site in practice.
 The correlations achieved is realistic for some parameters, but somewhat erratic for others.
 At the early stages of design, no verifiable data are available for correlation/calibration and
thus results may not be reliable.
 The tool itself has the capability to reproduce the load and displacement experienced by
ground support under controlled conditions such as this monitoring study.
In summary, it is difficult to conclude that this type of numerical modelling could be used for explicit
design of ground support systems at mine sites given the complexities in setting up, running and
calibrating the model. The sensitivity of the outputs to input data variability is also a major concern
when using numerical models for design purposes (Sweby et al. 2014).
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In terms of deliverables, in addition to a complete description of the George Fisher case study, a
practical review on how to use numerical modelling for ground support design has been written as
book chapter. This sub‐project is described in Section 5 of this report.
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1 Background
MRIWA project M431, entitled Ground Support System Optimisation (GSSO), commenced in
November 2013 and was due for completion in April 2017. An extension to complete the project by
the end of 2017 was granted by MRIWA in July 2017.

1.2 The project
Modern mining in developed countries has evolved towards a very low tolerance to risk associated
with safety. This has been the main driver towards developing new and innovative approaches to
ground support, including design, installation, equipment, types of reinforcement and surface
support. Consequently, ground support techniques have evolved rapidly during the last three decades
and this has resulted in a significant decrease in rockfall accidents in Australian mines.
Ground support constitutes a major proportion of development mining costs. There is a strong case
to be made that if ground support systems could be optimised this would result in significant economic
savings without compromising people and equipment safety. These savings would be realised in terms
of ground support cost reduction, faster development of mining advance rates, and further
improvements in mine safety. In challenging ground conditions such as squeezing ground and
seismically active mines, further cost‐saving opportunities can be realised by reducing the amount of
rehabilitation of excavations. The Ground Support System Optimisation project was commissioned to
develop the enabling tools to realise optimum ground support design.
Following extensive consultation with industry, and in particular with the project sponsors, it was
established that the first priority of the project was to document the most recently developed support
design techniques and facilitate their application within the industry by developing a new ground
support book. The book, which is one of the main deliverables of the GSSO project, is well advanced
and is expected to be published in mid‐2018. In order to ensure that the new book will go beyond a
review of the current ground support design state‐of‐the‐art, complementary research sub‐projects
were designed to address some of the main gaps identified in collaboration with industry sponsors.
Consequently, three research sub‐projects were undertaken to advance ground support design
practices, while underpinning the development of the book. These sub‐projects include:
Review, compilation and analysis of ground support design practices at mine sites.
Further development of a probabilistic approach for support design.
Development of a methodology based on currently existing numerical modelling tools.
This report contains an update on the book content and a description of the outcome of each sub‐
projects.

2 Development of the ground support book
The book focuses on engineering design of ground support in hard rock mines. This was identified as
a major gap for optimising ground support systems in the industry. The target audience, and future
users of the book, are practitioners with ground support design and implementation responsibilities.
The book is comprehensive and contains five main sections subdivided into 18 chapters. The draft
Table of Contents is shown in Appendix 1.
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3 Review, compilation and analysis of ground support design practices at mine
sites
One of the objectives of the new ground support book is to document existing and emerging ground
support design methods. Consequently, it was important for the project to establish what approaches
and methods the mining industry was actively using to design ground support systems.
The benchmarking exercise started with visits to sponsor mine sites and telephone interviews with
Senior Rock Mechanics Engineers. The researchers quickly realised that the information sought was
documented at each mine site in their respective Ground Control Management plans (GCMPs). This
provided an opportunity to considerably expand the database of ground support design practices by
collecting a large number of GCMPs from sponsor as well as non‐sponsor sites.
A total of 92 GCMPs were collected, the majority from Australian and Canadian mines. The breakdown
by country is as follows:
 Australia (58).
 Canada (27).
 USA (3).
 Africa (3).
 New Zealand (1).

3.1 Ground support design methods most frequently used at mine sites
Unlike civil geotechnical engineering design, where the process follows the sequential steps of
gathering data, performing design analysis, implementing the design and monitoring the outcome,
the design process of ground support systems in mines evolves continuously as a result of changes in
ground conditions throughout the mine life.
It is during the scoping and feasibility studies that the first pass of engineering ground support design
is generally performed. At that stage, the main purpose of the design is to provide an estimation of
the ground support costs for developing the mine and the support installation cycle time to establish
the mining schedule. This preliminary design also provides a starting point for the development mining
to proceed, with the realisation that modifications will be likely once more and better quality data
becomes available.
At this stage, especially in ‘green fields’ projects, the geotechnical data source is entirely from diamond
drill core and, as such, there are obvious limitations as to how this data represents the real ground
conditions. Because of the data limitations, there is no need to apply sophisticated design tools at this
stage and the application of simple but robust empirical methods are more relevant.
From a comprehensive survey of Canadian and Australian mines, Potvin and Hadjigeorgiou (2016)
found that the vast majority of mines have relied on the Grimstad Barton (1993) Chart based on the
NGI Q system (Figure 2) for the primary design of their ground support systems.
The GCMPs show that for determining the initial support recommendations, approximately 75% of
the mines used the empirical approach based on the Q‐system, in combination with other methods
such as the limit equilibrium software Unwedge (RocScience 2011) used for preliminary design along
tunnel intersections in 55% of the mines, and some form of numerical modelling at 20% of the mines
and rules of thumb, also at 20% of the mines.
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Potvin and Hadjigeorgiou (2016) also identified numerous flaws in applying an empirical method
developed for civil engineering to mining cases and concluded:
As for the limitations of the popular Grimstad and Barton (1993) graph, firstly the database
used to build the graph is entirely from civil engineering, and secondly the guidelines have
been developed based on a large scatter of bolting patterns, as pointed out by Palmstrom &
Broch (2006). More importantly, it is self‐evident that the many differences between civil
tunnelling and mining cannot be embodied into the ESR factor alone.
The changes between SRF74 and SRF93, which were meant to better represent massive rock
under high stress conditions, have been ignored by the mining industry, despite the fact that
the design chart is meant to be applied with SRF93. Technically, since this is an empirical
system, it is not appropriate to extrapolate from civil to mining practices and, furthermore,
to use factors which are different (SRF74) than the ones used for developing the chart (SRF93).

Figure 2

Rock mass classification – permanent support recommendation based on Q (after
Grimstad & Barton 1993)

For most mines, the preliminary ground support design based on Figure 2 is gradually modified as new
ground conditions are encountered. The modifications are generally made purely based on
experience, resulting in a series of ground support standard engineering drawings adapted to the
different ground conditions and type of excavations at each mine site. These are then documented in
the Ground Control Management Plan (GCMP).
Given the widespread use of the Grimstad and Barton (1993) method and the inherent flaws in
applying such a method to preliminary ground support design in mining application, an obvious gap in
ground support design practice was identified by the project.
To fill this gap, the GCMP data was used as the basis to develop new empirical ground support design
guidelines, specifically for the preliminary design of mining drives at feasibility studies.
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3.2 New ground support design guidelines for mining drives
3.2.1

The database

The GCMPs constitute a valuable source of data from which new guidelines, well adapted to mining
practices, could be developed. This is because GCMPs contain extensive information about ground
conditions and ground support. This information is constantly updated as knowledge of the ground
condition evolves and ground support practices are optimised. In certain jurisdictions, and in certain
mining companies, it is a requirement that the GCMP is reviewed on an annual basis. Therefore, it is
reasonable to assume that the ground support standards documented in the GCMPs are a good
reflection of successful ground support practices for the ground conditions in which they are applied.
The widely used empirical approach based on the Q‐system and the many limitations in applying it to
mining conditions emphasises the need for improving the method. Based on its popularity, the
Q‐system still appears to be the most appropriate of the rock mass classification systems to be used
for the preliminary design of support. The challenge is to improve the database for mining applications
and using rock reinforcement and surface support systems shown to be successful in stabilising mine
drives (as opposed to civil engineering tunnels) and re‐defined the design guidelines based on mining
data.

3.2.2

Ground support design variables

The main design decisions for mine drives ground support generally include:
 The reinforcement pattern which can be expressed as a bolt density (bolts/m2).
 The type of surface support (mesh versus reinforced shotcrete. Note that reinforced
shotcrete can include either fibre or mesh reinforcement. Sometimes mesh is also installed
over fibre reinforced shotcrete. Plain shotcrete is rarely used in mines).
 The thickness of shotcrete, when reinforced shotcrete is selected.
 The coverage of the ground support down the wall; whether the last row of bolts stops at
the shoulder of the drive (generally more than 3 m from the floor), around mid‐height (1 to
3 m from the floor) or is taken down to within a metre of the floor.
Therefore, these design decisions will be the focus of the new proposed mining guidelines for ground
support design. The above four variables were extracted from ground support standards from
45 mines GCMPs collected during the benchmarking study and correlated to the Q‐value (using SRF74).
The data is graphically displayed in Figures 3 to 6 with the following explanations.
In Figure 3, the bolt density is colour‐coded with high density bolting in hot colours and low density in
cold colours, and plotted on a Q‐ versus span graph. The graph contains 141 points representing
ground support standards. It should be emphasised that the ground support standards are applied to
multiple drives that are in the same geomechanical domain and, therefore, the ‘real’ database behind
these graphs is significantly more extensive than the 141 case studies. The variation in span in the
database is not significant but the data clearly shows a trend for better quality rock mass, and a lower
bolt density has been used (cold colours to the right side of the graph). Four zones delineated by
vertical dashed lines have been defined on the graph; Q < 1.0, 1.0 < Q < 4.0, 4.0 < Q < 10.0, Q > 10.0,
following Barton et al. (1974) classification of extremely and very poor, poor, fair, and good ground.
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Figure 3

Bolt density as a function of rock mass quality Q

In Figure 4, the type of surface support is indicated using three different shapes of markers: round
markers represent reinforced shotcrete, square represent mesh and triangular markers are cases
where both fibre reinforced shotcrete and mesh were used together. The graph in Figure 4 also
contains 141 ground support standard observations. It is observed that for excavation spans smaller
than 5 m, reinforced shotcrete has not frequently been used in the database. When Q is smaller than
1.0, the majority of cases (65 per cent) have used reinforced shotcrete or a combination of reinforced
shotcrete and mesh. When Q is greater than 10.0, the majority (86 per cent) of cases have used mesh
only. When Q is between 1 and 10, productivity considerations rather than ground conditions alone
may have a strong influence on the selection of mesh versus reinforced shotcrete. As a general rule,
mesh seems to provide adequate support for ground conditions where Q > 1.0, albeit with a higher
bolt density than when reinforced shotcrete is used.
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Figure 4

Reinforced shotcrete versus mesh as a function of rock mass quality Q

Looking further into the data and combining information from Figures 4 and 5, it is possible to calculate
the average bolt density used with mesh versus reinforced shotcrete for each rock mass classification
category. The bolt density data combined with surface support is summarised in Table 1.
Table 1

Bolt density used with mesh versus reinforced shotcrete as a function of Q
Q < 1.0 1.0 < Q < 4.0

4.0 < Q < 10.0 Q > 10.0

Bolt density with mesh (bolts/m2)

0.77*

0.72

0.65

0.56

Bolt density with reinforced shotcrete
(bolts/m2)

0.66

0.51

0.47

0.40

*Looking at the general trend, the bolt density with mesh when Q < 1.0 appears to be low. This is believed to be due to the fact that more
than half the cases used in the calculation had span smaller than 5 m. If one considers only spans greater than 5 m, the bolt density increases
to 0.87. This later value will be used for the purpose of developing the guidelines.

Figure 5 displays shotcrete thickness variations as a function of Q. The graph contains 57 observations.
Despite the small database, the expected trend of using thicker reinforced shotcrete layers in poorer
ground is observed. In most cases where Q was greater than 1.0, a 50 mm thickness was employed.
When Q was smaller than 1.0, either 75 or 100 mm shotcrete thickness was applied. Although the data
is still somewhat scarce, 100 mm layers tend to be used when Q < 0.2.
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Figure 5

Reinforced shotcrete thickness as a function of rock mass quality Q

Figure 6 shows the extent of reinforcement and surface support coverage applied to walls, expressed
as the distance between ground support and the floor (or the height of the unsupported wall). Three
categories are defined:
Floor: when the ground support extends down to within 1 m of the floor.
Mid‐drift: when the ground support stops around the mid‐height of the drive, 1 to 3 m from
the floor.
Shoulder: when the ground support extends to more than 3 m from the floor.
When Q is smaller than 1.0, the reinforcement and surface support coverage is often extended to near
the floor. In poor ground (1.0 < Q < 4.0), the majority of cases show the ground support stopping
around mid‐drift. When ground conditions are fair or good (Q > 4.0), it is more common to have the
wall support only reaching the shoulder of the drive, leaving about 3 m or more of unsupported wall
height.
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Figure 6

3.2.3

Ground support coverage of the wall as a function of rock mass quality Q

Ground support guidelines for mining drives

The proposed guidelines for ground support in mining drives derived from the data displayed in
Section 3.2.2 have been compiled and rounded‐up to produce the guidelines shown in Figure 7. These
guidelines provide recommendations in the preliminary design of reinforcement and support for
mining drives. They are supported by data from 45 mines based on the experience of successful
reinforcement and on the geomechanical domains based on the Q. Its applicability is for mining drives
of 4 to 6 m span, thereby eliminating the subjectivity of selecting a specific ESR for other types of
excavations.
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Figure 7

Ground support guidelines for mine drives of 4 to 6 m span

It is noted that these are general guidelines that are meant to be used as a first pass design at the
early stages of mine life (pre‐feasibility, feasibility studies and early mine development). The
guidelines reflect safe practices documented in the GCMPs of many Australian and Canadian mines.
The support design is likely to be refined as experience in local ground conditions is gained.
There is a wide range of reinforcement products with different load and displacement capacity
available on the market. Although most of the products would be represented in the database used
to develop the proposed guidelines, no specific recommendations on bolt types are provided.
Specifying a particular bolt with a certain capacity is not seen as being critical because the guidelines
rely on the principle of reinforcing the rock mass, rather than suspending the dead weight of failed
rock. As such, the bolt density required to ‘lock‐in’ the rock mass overrides the need for a defined bolt
capacity; that is, most bolts are not likely to be loaded to capacity but are meant to minimise initial
displacement of the rock mass and avoid rock mass loosening. This assumption is supported by the
variety of support products contained in the successful bolting patterns documented in GCMPs and
implies that most “proven” commercial bolts can be safely used with the recommended bolting
density. It is also noted that long term excavations tend to use fully grouted bolts to provide extra
protection against corrosion.
There are a number of important characteristics of the database that users of the guidelines need to
be aware of. Ground support practices are strongly influenced by the culture and practices of mining
regions. In Australia, mesh installation is generally performed at the same time as primary bolting
using a jumbo drill, relatively large sheets 2.4 × 3.0 m are often installed. This facilitates high
productivity with a row of six sheets covering up to 40 m², accounting for a 3 square overlap between
the sheets. This has shown to have a significant influence on bolt density. The default standard
specification of wire is 5.6 mm diameter and the aperture is generally 100 × 100 mm. Such a sheet
weighs approximately 25 kg.
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In North America, where the mesh installation involves more manual handling, either with air‐leg or
Mclean bolter, smaller and lighter sheets are often used. For example, common sheet dimensions are
1.2‐1.5 × 3.0 m. The wire also varies with the three most common diameters being 3.8 mm (# 9 gauge),
4.9 mm (#6 gauge) and 5.8 mm (# 9 gauge). As in Australia, the standard aperture used is
100 × 100 mm.
When a guideline refers to shotcrete, it implies reinforced shotcrete and excludes plain shotcrete. The
type of reinforcement, whether it is mesh or fibre (steel and synthetic), is not specified as all types are
acceptable and represented in the database. The Canadian mines tend to use dry shotcrete, often
mesh reinforced, whilst the Australian mines generally use wet fibre reinforced shotcrete.

3.2.4

Limitations of the ground support guidelines

The proposed guidelines are not valid for either squeezing ground or rockburst prone conditions. In
essence, the principle of pattern bolting to lock‐in the rock mass is not relevant to these ‘extreme’
failure mechanisms.
Dynamic or yielding bolts are increasingly popular in deep and high stress mines and a number of new
products have been made available on the market during the last decade. At this stage, there is not
enough empirical data to include dynamic support in new empirical guidelines. Furthermore, it is
unlikely that a simple relationship between span and Q would allow deriving guidelines from such a
complex problem as supporting rock mass subjected to dynamic loading, especially given the unclear
situation with SRF described earlier. Parameters related to the magnitude of the largest possible
seismic events would necessarily need to be accounted for, and are generally not available at the early
stages of mining. Therefore, dynamic ground support is not included in the proposed guidelines.
Similarly, squeezing ground requires guidelines of its own and is not implicitly included in this study.

3.2.5

Comments on the new ground support guidelines

It was not a specific objective of the GSSO project proposal to develop new empirical guidelines for
ground support in mines. However, the comprehensive review of ground support design practices at
a large number of mine sites using the GCMPs unearthed a major gap which was the widespread use
of empirical civil tunnelling techniques in a mining environment.
The proposed new guidelines constitute a significant contribution to ground support design in mines.
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4 Probabilistic and risk‐based design of ground support

4.1 Introduction
In many instances, mine operators are aware that they are overdesigning ground support, but what
criteria can they use to justify a reduction, or even a change in ground support approach, if the support
system used has proven to be safe? The factor of safety (FOS) has been the criterion choice in the past.
However, in using FOS as the criterion defining the adequacy of a design, the designer does not
account for the variability of the input parameters and, as such, is assuming that the reliability of the
design is acceptable without having any knowledge of it.
Probabilistic techniques provide the best opportunity to investigate the effect of modifying ground
support, whilst accounting for the variability of the calculations. In particular, the probability of failure
can be calculated for different designs and provides an arbitrary criterion for what is a tolerable risk
and an acceptable design.
By its nature, geotechnical engineering is subject to a lot of uncertainty and variability which needs to
be taken into account in the design process and in the management of geotechnical risks. Amid the
geotechnical and other uncertainty and variability the engineer is faced with, lies the most
fundamental questions in engineering design: “When is my design good enough and how would I
know? What confidence can I have in my design?”
Three types of acceptance criteria can be used in mining geomechanics; namely factor of safety,
probability of failure and risk.
Factor of safety as a design criterion is well known and is generally used, even when the other two are
employed. Probability of failure (PF) is used to quantify the reliability of a design when faced with
uncertainty and variability in the design parameters. The risk criteria account for the consequences of
failure.

4.2 FS, PF and Risk in the design process
Figure 8 illustrates the relationship between FS, PF and Risk as design acceptance criteria within the
design process. Due to the simplicity and generally accepted nature of FS design, the FS assessment is
seen as the first step in performing any engineering design. Based on very low values of FS, one may
deem the design unacceptable and improve on the design, or in cases where other considerations
dictate the design, a very high FS may be sufficient to accept the design. In some circumstances,
especially in cases where potential for optimisation exists, the reliability of the design need to be
quantified. Similar to FS, a low or high PF may be sufficient to deem the associated risk inconsequential
or unacceptably high.
Decision making based on FS or PF is often limited to the geotechnical team. The geotechnical team
then implicitly accepts a risk profile without quantification. For some designs in the mine, this may not
be acceptable and the risk associated with a design should be quantified. In such cases, the design
acceptance criteria should be dictated by management through the company risk profile.
The risk assessment provides a context as well as an accepted risk level to which the engineer needs
to design.
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Figure 8

Relationship between FS, PF and Risk as design acceptance criterion within the design
process

It is important to note that whether a design is accepted or not is not only a function of the rock
engineering aspects of the design, but of the whole mining context. A high probability of failure may
lead to an unacceptable safety or financial risk. This same design may be accepted if the mining
context is changed to reduce the risk to accepted levels. For example, remote controlled vehicles may
be used to eliminate personnel access, and thereby effectively eliminating the safety risk without
reducing the probability of failure, or, a change in the mining sequence may result in reduction in the
financial risk without changing the PF associated with the design.
This sub‐project focused on the advancement of the probabilistic and risk‐based support design
approaches in the mining environment. It was realised that a large gap exists between the state of
practice in probabilistic approaches and risk‐based design in mining geomechanics and current
practices at mine sites. This is mainly due to the following:
State‐of‐the‐art employs methods and mathematical concepts with which the general
practitioner in mining geomechanics is unfamiliar with.
Available software tools are often generic and require a high skill level for effective
implementation.
Probability of failure and risk acceptance levels are not readily defined in the industry.
This project addressed these problems in the following manner:
Three chapters in the handbook are devoted to familiarising the target audience with the
important concepts and methods in probability of failure and risk‐based design.
Defensible risk‐based safety design acceptance criteria were developed. Methodologies for
developing a damage‐risk model was developed. The financial risk model was developed and
extended to a financial‐ and safety risk model to form risk based design acceptance criteria.
mXrap apps were develop to make the use of these methods more accessible to the industry
in the specific application of support design.
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4.3 Development of safety risk design acceptance criteria
4.3.1

Introduction

Safety risk as a design criterion has been socially difficult to deal with. Some company policies prevent
the use of the words “probability of fatality”. Preventing the use of the words does nothing to reduce
the risk to personnel and, in fact, may result in inadequate attention being given to the issue.
A widespread safety objective of the mining industry can be summed up in the slogan “zero harm”.
This is a praiseworthy goal and the only morally defensible stance. It should, however, not be mistaken
for a design acceptance level. The engineer cannot design for a zero probability of injury (in the
absolute sense). True zero probabilities are only possible when mining does not occur at all – resulting
in harm to society due to economic impact and flow on effect. An illustration of real life non‐zero
probability is given by Baecher and Christian (2003), where they point out that being alive in the USA
or Europe carries a risk of dying of about 1.5∙10‐6 per hour. Statistics from the Netherlands also shows
that boys between 6 and 20 years old are the group least likely to die in any single year from natural
causes and accidents with a death rate of 10‐4 per year (Vrijling et al. 1995).
In this regard it is important to distinguish between an acceptable probability of injury/fatality and an
accepted probability of injury/fatality. As with the “zero harm” slogan, no‐one can argue against the
statement that no non‐zero probability of fatality is acceptable. The reality of the matter is, even
though it may not be acceptable, some level of risk is accepted in every single activity people engage
in.
For example, each day one take the public transport or travel in a car to the office, the risk associated
with that trip is accepted. It is accepted that there is a non‐zero probability of perishing in a car
accident on the freeway or a train derailing (or any myriad of other possible events).
Governments may find it unacceptable that their citizens are subjected to any risk on the way to work.
They have to (and indeed do) accept a level of risk at which further improvement in the safety is not
a defensible spending of their budget. They may decide that the money is better spend on improving
the health system or improving education rather than further improving the condition of the roads.
Some governments have prescribed safety risk levels for the design of dams, nuclear facilities,
freeways and the like.
If a regulation was to stipulate a zero probability of injury/fatality as a design acceptance level,
engineers would be forced to perform only a factor of safety assessment and, with that, accept an
unknown, unquantified risk. The regulation may in this way be responsible for forcing an operation to
accept a risk level higher than would have been accepted were they allowed to define an accepted
risk level.

4.3.2

Safety risk acceptance levels

Starr and Whipple (1980) note that “acceptable risk” implies a person to whom this risk is acceptable.
This is also true for the proposed terminology of Accepted Risk. By whom is this risk accepted?
The economic risk profile of a mine is defined by management which is accountable to the
shareholders. With respect to safety risk, management is accountable to the shareholders as well as
to society through adherence to guidelines prescribed by regulatory bodies. Accepted risk levels,
therefore, do not have anything to do with any individual’s appetite for risk, but is a measure of what
society accepts as reasonable. Ideally, guidelines on what risk levels are accepted by a society need to
be developed through the political process. However, in mining, such guidelines do not exist and the
engineers are forced to borrow risk acceptance levels from elsewhere.
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Guidance on what safety risk levels are accepted by society can be obtained by comparing guidelines
provided by government agencies and regulatory bodies of different countries and industries, but
primarily in those dealing with risks to public safety.
Many different regulation agencies in many different countries have provided guidelines. These
include: British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority, the Australian National Committee on Large
Dams ANCOLD, Australian Geomechanics Society, Sub‐Committee on Landslide Risk Management,
US Department of Interior Bureau of Reclamation, US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, US Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission, Norwegian petroleum industry, Hong Kong Planning Department,
Technical Advisory Committee on Water Defences of the Netherlands, Britton’s Health and Safety
Executive. Jonkman et al. (2003) provides an overview of quantitative risk measures for loss of life and
economic damage.
Many of the guidelines employ the ALARP or ALARA concept which is the acronym for ‘As low as
reasonably possible’ or ‘attainable’. The ALARP concept is illustrated in Figure 9. Very high risks are
deemed “unacceptable” while very low risks are deemed “acceptable”, with the ALARP region
between these two defining the situation where further risk reductions are impractical or the costs
are grossly disproportionate to the improvements made.
For design purposes one needs to know what risk level defines the ALARP region.

Unacceptable

Risk cannot be justified

Accepted risk level
Reduce risk as far as possible
through active risk management
strategies,
i.e exposure management,
monitoring systems etc.

ALARP

Provide measures to ensure that
risk remains at this level

Negligible Risk

Figure 9

Levels of risk within a mining context with no public exposure to the mining hazard
(modified after Melchers (1993))

4.3.2.1 Accepted Individual safety risk
It is often helpful to obtain some accident statistics to provide a context to what risk levels the public
are exposed to on a daily basis.
Table 2, a table provided in 1975 by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, lists the individual chance
per year of dying by any of the different listed causes.
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Table 2

Average risk of death to an individual from various human‐caused and natural accidents
(US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 1975)

Accident type

Individual chance per year

Motor vehicle

2.5 10‐4

Falls

1.0 10‐4

Fires and hot substances

4.0 10‐5

Drowning

3.3 10‐5

Firearms

1.0 10‐4

Air travel

1.0 10‐5

Falling objects

6.3 10‐6

Electrocution

6.3 10‐6

Lightning

4.0 10‐7

Tornadoes

4.0 10‐7

Hurricanes

4.0 10‐7

All accidents

6.3 10‐4

Table 3 provides statistics on voluntary risks, transportation risks and risks to which the whole
population is exposed (modified after Higson (1989)).
Table 3

Risk to individuals in New South Wales (modified after Higson (1989))
Fatalities per year

Voluntary risk (average to those who take the risk
Smoking 20 cigarettes/day
All effects

5∙10‐3

All cancers

2∙10‐3

Lung cancer

1∙10‐3

Drinking alcohol (average for all drinkers)
All effects

3∙10‐4

Alcoholism and alcoholic cirrhosis

1∙10‐4

Swimming

5∙10‐5

Playing rugby football

3∙10‐5

Owning firearms

3∙10‐5

Transportation risks (average to travellers)
Travelling by motor vehicle

2∙10‐4

Travelling by train

3∙10‐5

Travelling by aeroplane accidents

1∙10‐5
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Risks averaged over the whole population
Cancers from all causes
Total

2∙10‐3

Lung

4∙10‐4

Air pollution from burning coal to generate electricity

7∙10‐8‐3∙10‐4

Being at home, accidents in the home

1∙10‐4

Accidental falls

6∙10‐5

Pedestrians being struck by motor vehicles

4∙10‐5

Homicide

2∙10‐5

Accidental poisoning
Total

2∙10‐5

Venomous animals and plants

1∙10‐7

Fires and accidental burns

1∙10‐5

Electrocution (non‐industrial)

3∙10‐6

Falling objects

3∙10‐6

Therapeutic use of drugs

2∙10‐6

Cataclysmic storms and storm floods

2∙10‐7

Lightning strikes

1∙10‐7

Meteorite strikes

1∙10‐9

An overview of the different available guidelines (Jonkman et al. 2003) showed that individual risk (IR)
can be assessed as follows:
∙ 10

per year

With β, being dependent on the risk category or “policy factor” applicable to different situations as
listed in Table.
Table 4

Risk categories and associated policy factors (modified after Bohnenblust (1998) and
Vrijling et al. (1998)))

Vrijling et al. (1998)

Bohnenblust (1998)

Risk category

Benefit

Policy factor, β

Completely voluntary

Direct benefit

100

Voluntary

Direct benefit

10

Neutral

Direct benefit

1

Involuntary

Some benefit

0.1

Involuntary

No benefit

0.01
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It is interesting to note that the UK Health and Safety Executive applies a β = 10 (voluntary) to workers
at a nuclear facility while assigning a β = 0.01 (involuntary) to the public. This is in line with social
studies (Starr and Whipple 1980) suggesting that public is willing to accept voluntary risk roughly
1,000 times greater than involuntary risk.
The previous equation, together with Table, provides a summary of what individual risk levels are
accepted by society and as such can be used as design acceptance levels.
As mentioned before, one need to assume involuntary risk for the mining work force unless it can be
shown that the individual was empowered (and cognitively able) to consciously accept the risk in
exchange for a perceived reward. A risk acceptance level for individual safety risk of 10‐5 to 10‐6
(0.1∙10‐4 to 0.01∙10‐4) therefore seems to be an appropriate and defensible design value in line with
societal expectations.
4.3.2.2 Accepted societal safety risk
In addition to the risk to an individual, the risk to society needs to be evaluated. The exposure of the
public to risk from mining structures comes mainly from the devastation caused by tailings dam failure.
For the mining excavations which are the topic of this book, the public is not at risk. Therefore, we will
only concentrate on the societal risk to the workforce.
Societal safety risk acceptance levels are often presented in what is referred to as F‐N charts
(Figure 10). The F‐N chart is, in principle, an inverse cumulative probability distribution on a double
logarithmic scale. The yearly probability of N or more fatalities on the vertical axis is plotted against
the number of fatalities N.
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Figure 10

Comparison of proposed individual and societal risk criteria, and risk criteria used in
Canada, Australia, Hong Kong, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom (Finlay and
Fell 1997).

The different guidelines put forward by different agencies can generally be summarised as (Jonkman
et al. 2003):
′
where:
F’(N) = is the probability at least N fatalities per year.
α

= constant defining the risk aversion.

C

= a constant defining the risk level.

An α = 1 defines risk neutrality with values greater than one being risk averse. With α > 1, larger
accidents are weighted more heavily and are only accepted at a lower probability. In other words, risk
averse criteria imply that 10 deaths are more than 10 times worse than one death or, one death every
year is more acceptable than 10 deaths every 10 years.
Faber and Stewart (2003) argue against risk aversion stating that events with large consequences are
often associated with follow‐on effects which, if taken into account, will compound the risk, making a
risk averse criterion unnecessary. This is indeed the case in mining where large catastrophes will lead
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to force majeure. Also, the number of people exposed to any hazard is often limited and the F‐N
response to a mining problem will generally be found to be steeper than a risk neutral criterion. For
mining, a risk neutral criterion will suffice. A risk neutral criterion can be expressed as a single value,
C.
Table 5

Some available risk acceptance guidelines

Agency

α

C

UK HSE

1

10‐2

Risk neutral

Hong Kong

1

10‐3

Risk neutral

The Netherlands VROM

2

‐3

10

Risk averse

Denmark

2

10‐2

Risk averse

The meaning and intention of these F‐N charts need to be taken into account when applying them. If,
for example, a chart is meant to be applied at national scale, it cannot be applied directly at a local
scale, or vice versa.
Many of the proposed criteria were intended for a single facility or limited scale (e.g. a dam, nuclear
power plant, or a 500 m section of road). The country as a whole is exposed to more than one such
facility and, for that reason, Vrijling et al. (1995) derives a Total National Risk Acceptance Level for all
activities as:
∙ 7 ∙ 10

national population size

where:
TR

= Total National Risk Acceptance Level.

β

= policy factor defined in Table 4.

They also derived the scaling relationship for scaling this risk level according to the industry
size as follows:
∙√
where:
Na

= number of locations of the hazard type to which the population is exposed.

K

= risk aversion factor defined by Jonkman et al. (2003). Suggested value = 3.

The Total National Risk Acceptance Level presented by Vrijling et al. (1995) provides a measure to
express the level of risk accepted by the population of a developed country. Using this criterion as a
starting point, a mine‐specific safety risk acceptance criterion can be derived. This derivation for
Australia is performed for the purpose of illustration.
In 2016 Australia had a population of about 23 million people and had about 400 operating mines.
This results in the following calculation of C for mining operations in Australia:
∙ 7 ∙ 10

∙ 23 ∙ 10

∙ √400
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Taking guidance from Table 4 regarding the appropriate policy factor, for the upper and lower limit of
the ALARP region we assume a β = 0.1 and 0.01 respectively. The upper limit corresponds to
involuntary exposure, but with some benefit received from that risk exposure, while the lower limit
corresponds with involuntary exposure with no benefit derived from the exposure to the risk. This
results in an upper ALARP limit of C = 7.2∙10‐2 and a lower limit of C =7.2∙10‐4.
This criterion is applicable to the total risk of a single operation in Australia and not only the risk related
to rock engineering aspects. The ratio of rock engineering related accidents is less than 20% of all
mining accidents, and the accepted risk criterion can be downscaled to account for rock engineering
related aspects only, by multiplying it with 0.8, i.e. Crock = 5.8∙10‐2 and 5.8∙10‐4 for the upper and lower
limits of the ALARP region.
For the design of smaller subsections of the mine, one would need to scale this further using the
following equation:
1

;

Which can be approximated as follows for C<<1:

where:
So

= original scale (mine scale).

Si

= the scale of the excavation under design.

SR

= the fraction of the mine under consideration.

C0

= the C value applicable to the original scale (mine scale).

Consider, for example, the evaluation of the safety of a 500 m long tunnel. For a typical Australian
mine in 2016, the total operating excavation length to which people might be exposed would be about
15 km to 25 km. This results in an SR of about 40 and a design acceptance criterion of about C = 1.5∙10‐3
It is interesting to note the similarity between this proposed criterion and the design acceptance level
prescribed by the Hong Kong Planning Department for slope stability along freeway development
(Hong Kong Government Planning Department 1994). The Hong Kong Planning Department criterion
is a risk neutral criterion proposed for rock engineering‐related aspects only, and is applicable to a
500 m section of road. The criteria derived here, and the acceptance level prescribed by the Hong
Kong Planning department, both for an applicable length of 500 m are shown in Figure 11. In this
figure, the dashed lines are the acceptance levels prescribed by the Hong Kong Planning Department.
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1.00E‐02

Unacceptable;
Risk cannot be justified
Probability of N ormore fatalities per year

1.00E‐03

1.00E‐04

1.00E‐05

ALARP
1.00E‐06

1.00E‐07
1

10

100

1000

Estimated number of fatalities
for scenario under concideration

Figure 11

Safety risk acceptance levels derived for the Australian mining industry based on a
National Risk Acceptance level and the Hong Kong Planning Department criterion

In lieu of a government‐prescribed risk acceptance level, the method described here can be used to
develop a site‐specific risk acceptance level. A general risk acceptance level applicable to Australian
mines is summarised in Figures 11 and 12.
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1.00E‐02

Probability of N ormore fatalities per year

1.00E‐03

1.00E‐04

1.00E‐05

1.00E‐06

1.00E‐07
1

10

100

1000

Estimated number of fatalities
for scenario under concideration

Figure 12

Upper ALARP safety risk acceptance levels derived for Australian mining industry based
on a National Risk Acceptance level and the Hong Kong Planning Department criterion

4.3.2.3 Corollary
A design acceptance criterion for safety was developed in this section in a transparent manner. It is
important to note that the development of design acceptance levels for safety risk is not a moral issue,
nor is any level of risk imposed on society. It is an attempt to quantify the level of risk already accepted
by society as being reasonable. It is clear that the last word on this subject has not been written and
much more can and should be done to improve these guidelines. It is, however, a start that is meant
to enable the use of a risk‐based approach for geotechnical design in underground mines. The lack of
any official guidelines should not prevent an engineer from performing a quantitative risk‐based
design. The safety risk design acceptance levels developed here are proposed for use where no other
guidelines are available.

4.4 Economic risk acceptance criteria
The economic risk as a design acceptance criterion aims at maximising shareholder value. The term
“maximising shareholder value” does not imply maximising the planned return. The difference lies in
the risk associated with different options. A very risky venture with a high possible return may have
low shareholder value as the probability of realising that return on the investment is very low.
It ultimately boils down to the risk‐reward balance and the risk profile of the company, along with the
risk‐reward balance best applicable to each situation. The rock engineer is seldom, if ever, in the
position to define the risk profile of the company. This should be the task of management. Without
guidance from management as to the appropriate risk level, the engineer cannot design appropriately.
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Terbrugge et al. (2006) talk about an abdication of responsibility from management to the technical
specialist not qualified to determine company risk profile, while (Steffen 1997) mentions that
experience has shown that the improvement in communication and understanding of decision‐making
between management and planning engineers has added considerably to the growth in shareholder
value.
Most mining companies utilise risk matrices, such as Figure 13, to define acceptance criteria for risk
assessments, which usually involves a great deal of engineering judgement and estimation. The
likelihood of an event occurring (rare to certain) and the severity of the consequences (insignificant
to catastrophic) form the rows and columns of the matrix and the intersections determine level of risk
(low to extreme).
While the category names for the levels of likelihood, severity and risk are fairly universal, the
boundaries of these categories do vary significantly. The scales are usually qualitative or semi‐
quantitative and are often updated with time (Brown 2012). Economic risk tolerances may vary
depending on the size of the operation. Likelihood categories can be described in terms of
probabilities, time periods or simply qualitative descriptions. Applying different likelihood boundaries
will influence the interpretation of levels of risk. Some authors have suggested using risk matrices for
risk evaluation (Abdellah et al. 2014, Brown 2012, Contreras 2015, Joughin et al. 2016), but the
subjective nature of these risk matrices can lead to different interpretations.
The risk matrix in Figure 13 has time intervals to define the boundaries of likelihood categories. This
enables a more practical interpretation of likelihood and a common understanding of decision‐making
can be achieved.
During the risk evaluation process, the normalised expected frequencies (weekly, monthly or annual)
and financial losses associated with each consequence need to be evaluated. From a rock engineering
perspective, the direct consequences are stress damage (excessive deformation), rockfalls and
collapses. Indirect consequences are support damage, production losses, equipment damage and
injuries.
The financial losses, associated with these consequences may include rehabilitation costs, lost
revenue, equipment repair or replacement costs and costs associated with injuries (Joughin et al.
2012a). Usually, the most significant financial losses are production losses, followed by rehabilitation
costs. Therefore, it is often reasonable to only evaluate these consequences. However, it is important
to consider each potential financial loss and assess whether it needs to be included in the risk
evaluation. These may include cost of litigation, insurance, loss of reputation and licence to operate.
The extent of stress damage and size of rockfalls can vary significantly and the resulting losses can
range from insignificant to catastrophic. Major and catastrophic incidents must be avoided, but the
frequency of insignificant, minor and moderate incidents can also impact the operation (see
Figure 13). It is therefore important to develop a risk evaluation model, which covers a range of
possibilities. The process of risk‐based design is discussed with an economic risk example application
in Chapter 19.
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Likelihood

Severity of consequences
Insignificant
> $1,000

Minor
> $10,000

Moderate
> $100,000

Major
> $1,000,000

Catastrophic
> $10,000,000

Daily to

High

High

Extreme

Extreme

Extreme

> Monthly

Medium

High

High

Extreme

Extreme

> Annually

Low

Medium

High

Extreme

Extreme

> 1 in 10

Low

Low

Medium

High

Extreme

Rare

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Figure 13

Risk matrix example

As illustrated in Figure 8 and discussed in Section 4.2, to enable the use of risk as design acceptance
criteria, probabilistic evaluation of design reliability needs to be performed. A review of industry
practice indicated a lack of practical tools to enable practitioners to perform such analyses. Some of
the tools provided throughout this project are discussed in the following sections.

4.5 Efficient method to apply Monte Carlo technique to the evaluation of
stress induced support damage
4.5.1

Principles of elastic superimposition of stresses

The principle of elastic superposition is commonly used in mechanical calculations and forms one of
the building blocks in the formulation of closed form solution in elasticity theory. Elastic stress
superposition also forms an integral part of standard procedures in beam analysis in structural
engineering, where a desired standard loading condition is substituted with the sum of a set of
standard loading states for which general solutions exist. The stress and displacement of the beam
under the combined loading is then obtained simply as the sum of the solutions for the different stress
states.
Before the advent of numerical calculations with finite‐element analysis, it was often used in
geotechnical engineering and tunnelling to obtain the full elastic stress state around underground
openings (Morgan 1961, Terzaghi and Richart 1952).
The principal of elastic superposition can be explained as follows:
Under linear elastic conditions, a three dimensional stress state should be applied, Sa, to a rock mass
with an underground opening. At any point of interest in the rock mass, the resulting full three‐
dimensional stress state, Sar, can be calculated. A different applied stress state, Sb, will result in a
different three‐dimensional stress state, Sbr, at the point of interest.
The principle of superposition states that for an applied stress state Stotal = Sa + Sb, the resulting stress
state at point of interest, Sr, is given by the sum of the individual results, Sr = Sar + Sbr (Figure 14).
Using the principle of elastic superposition, one can calculate the full three‐dimensional stress field
for any input stress state by superposition of the results of six unit analyses.
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Figure 14

Conceptual illustration of elastic superposition of stresses

A full three‐dimensional stress tensor consists of six independent components. These are the
components in the three axis directions, namely σxx, σyy, σzz, and the three shear stress components in
σxy, σyz and σxz. The applied stress state, S, can be written as a tensor as follows:

The stress state, S, can be written as a superposition of six unit stresses as follows:

where each of the unit’s stresses is given as:
1
0
0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0
0
0

0 0
1 0
0 0

0
0
0

0 0
0 0
0 1

0
1
0

1
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

For each of these six unit analyses (c = xx, yy, zz, xy, yz, xz), a full three‐dimensional stress field can be
obtained:

For an input stress state of
, the resulting stress field can then be calculated as the superposition
of the results from each of the unit stress analyses. That is:
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=

4.5.2

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

Probabilistic evaluation of depth of rock mass yielding using elastic stress
superposition – example application

This paragraph briefly presents an example application of the use of the elastic stress superposition
method to perform a probabilistic assessment of the depth of rock mass yielding. Six unit analyses
were performed using Map3D Fault Slip v64 (Wiles 2015) and the results of each of these unit analyses
were exported.
Post processing was performed in a custom app built in mXrap (Harris and Wesseloo 2015). The value
of the method for “what‐if” type sensitivity analyses becomes clear when one considers the fact that
each one of the unit analyses ran for several hours, while the post‐processing calculated the results
for a new input stress on several planes within a fraction of a second. This calculation efficiency has
obvious benefit for probabilistic calculations.
For the purpose of this analysis, the intact rock parameters, mi, and UCS and the rock mass quality
parameter GSI were assumed to be independent. A Hoek‐Brown failure criterion was used to model
the rock mass strength envelope. The Hoek‐Brown rock mass parameter was based on the formulation
by (Carter et al. 2008) who extended the Hoek‐Brown failure criterion to be applicable also to spalling
and squeezing conditions.
Figure 15 shows the strength factor plots resulting from the post‐processing analysis for three
different scenarios. The strength factor at each evaluation point was calculated as the stress to
strength ratio at each point. Each one of these scenarios had identical parameters to the mean
parameter values shown in Table 6, except for the value of σ1 and the value of the dip of σ1 as noted
in Figure 15.
Considering the uncertainty that often exists with respect to the local in situ stress state, the example
highlights the importance of taking the stress state uncertainty into account in the design process.
Table 6

Table of input parameters

GSI
mi
UCS
σa*
σb
σc
σa dip
σa dip direction
σa rake

Distribution

Mean

Std. dev. Lower limit

Upper limit

Truncated normal
Truncated normal
Truncated normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

70
10
90
50
50
20
45
0
0

10
2
15
5
5
5
10
10
10

100
15
200
–
–
–

0
5
50
–
–
–

* Since the distributions for the different principal stresses overlap, σa, σb, and σc is specified and not σ1, σ2, and σ3.
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a)

σ1 = 50 MPa, dip of σ1 = 45°

b)

σ1 = 50 MPa, dip of σ1 = 0°

c)

σ1 = 40 MPa, dip of σ1 = 0°

Figure 15

Strength factor calculated for three different stress states using stress superposition
post‐processing
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Figure 16

Equi‐probability contours of yielding depth using stress superposition post‐processing

Figure 16 displays the equi‐probability contours on chosen analyses planes. For every point on the
planes of interest, the probability of that point being in a state of yielding is calculated for each of the
Monte‐Carlo runs. Combining the results for each of the Monte‐Carlo runs results in the probabilistic
depth of yielding calculations.
The probability contours are calculated by performing random deviate sampling from each of the input
distributions (both the stress and strength parameters). For each sample set, the elastic superposition
is performed to obtain the resulting stress field. The strength factor at each point is calculated for the
sample stress parameters and the probability of yielding at every evaluation point is taken as the ratio
of Monte‐Carlo trials that yielded to the total number of trials.
Adjacent to the boundary of the excavation, the contours indicate a 90‐100% probability, indicating
that this region yielded in more than 90% of the Monte‐Carlo trials. Based on this assessment, we
therefore have a 90% confidence that this zone will be contained within the yielding zone. In other
words, the probability of the yielding zone exceeding the depth indicated by the 90% contour line is
90%. The 20% contour line indicated the depth for which we have an 80% confidence that it will not
be exceeded.
Comparison of Figures 15 and 16 shows that the depth of yielding calculated for the mean conditions
corresponds roughly with a depth of yielding, with a 70% probability of being exceeded. It should be
noted that the depth of yielding with a 10% probability of being exceeded is about three times the
depth estimated from mean parameters.

4.5.3

Evaluation of tunnel convergence

The probability of exceeding a given depth of failure can then be determined along lines perpendicular
to the tunnel back, walls and floor. The anticipated deformation can be estimated by multiplying the
depth of failure by the appropriate bulking factor in Table 7 (Kaiser et al. 1996). Cumulative probability
distributions of deformation for stope drives and the access ramp, determined using this method, are
presented in Figure 17. The letters A, B, and C represent the support systems described in Table 7,
where A has the lowest load capacity and C has the highest load capacity.
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Table 7

Rock mass bulking factors (BF) (Kaiser et al. 1996)

Location and support condition

Average support
load capacity
(kN/m2)

Recommended
bulking factor (BF)

Severity of
anticipated damage

Floor heave

0

30 ± 5%
> 50%

Minor to moderate
Major

Walls and backs
Light standard bolting and
loose, light mesh

< 50

10 ± 3%

Minor to moderate

Yielding support

< 200

5 ± 1%

Minor to major

Strong support with rock mass
reinforcement

> 200

1.5 ± 0.5%

Minor to major
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Figure 17

Cumulative probability distributions of deformation (stope drive and access drive)

The access ramp, being situated further from the active stoping, has more favourable cumulative
probability distributions of deformation, which is expected. The support system needs to be designed
(length, strength, and ductility of bolts and containment support) to cater for a specified deformation.
Alternatively, the design engineer may choose to modify the mining layout or sequence to mitigate
against undesirable high failure probabilities. Mitigating the risk is likely to increase the operating costs
and, therefore, an economic risk analysis is required. Note that the uncertainty and corresponding
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probability of exceeding the specified deformation may also be reduced by spending money on more
detailed investigations.
The acceptable probabilities for the two types of excavations will not be the same because the
economic losses associated with production disruptions are much greater in the case of access ramps.
To determine appropriate ‘probabilities of failure’, it is necessary to estimate the expected frequency
and extent of severe damage and evaluate the associated risk.

4.6 Efficient methodology for applying probabilistic evaluations using
elasto‐plastic analysis
As mentioned before, the use of elastic superposition requires only six stress analyses to be performed
with numerical analysis techniques, with all probabilistic analyses performed with post‐processing
techniques. Elastic superposition is limited to linear elastic problems and can therefore not be used
with elasto‐plastic analyses. Although the use of elastic superposition provides a lot of insight into the
problem and the influence of uncertainty, in some cases the use of elasto‐plastic analysis may be
required.
In such cases the method of elastic superposition can be used to perform a parameter reduction study.
This may be very important in reducing the problem size for elasto‐plastic methods to a manageable
size.
Probabilistic evaluation can be performed with elasto‐plastic methods and the applications of the
Point Estimate Method (PEM), the Simplified Point Estimate Method (PEM S), the Response Influence
Factor Method (RIF) and/or the Response Surface Method (RSM). The principles behind these
methods and the methodology for applying these methods are discussed in detail in one of the
chapters produced for the handbook written as part of this project.
In this example application, elasto‐plastic analyses were performed with the Itasca Code FLAC3D
version 5.0 and the PEM and RIF methods were implemented using the FISH language.
Parametric models were set up using the FISH language to vary the tunnel geometry to model
overbreak and change the UCS and GSI. Figure 18 shows the FLAC3D model geometry used in this
example application. The geometry was discretised in 0.2 m × 0.2 m zones in the vicinity of the tunnel.
The 3D effect and gradual relaxation caused by the tunnel face advance was implicitly taken into
consideration by using the confinement convergence technique (Panet 1995, Vlachopoulos and
Diederichs 2009).
Although this analysis was performed in FLAC3D, it is not a full three‐dimensional model due to only
a two‐dimensional section of the tunnel geometry being modelled.
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Figure 18

FLAC3D model geometry used for elasto‐plastic probabilistic analysis. Closed up view
into the tunnel on the left and full geometry on the right

With the elastic superposition method, it is possible to easily assess the relative influence of the
uncertainty in the different stress and strength parameters GSI, mi and UCS on the risk. It was
established that, for this particular case, the uncertainty in the orientation and magnitude of the stress
state has a small influence on the overall risk and for the elasto‐plastic analysis the uncertainty in the
stress state was excluded from the elasto‐plastic analyses. UCS, GSI and Overbreak was included as
stochastic variables in this analysis.
For the PEM eight permutations of the input variables were analysed (Table 8). The weighting is equal,
since no correlation was assumed.
Table 8

PEM trials

Trial

UCS
+/‐

GSI
Value

+/‐

Overbreak
Value

+/‐

Weight

Value

1

+

+

‐

0.125

2

+

‐

‐

0.125

3

‐

+

+

0.125

4

‐

‐

‐

0.125

5

‐

‐

+

0.125

6

+

‐

+

0.125

7

+

+

+

0.125

8

‐

+

‐

0.125

Figure 19 shows the extent of the plastic zone in the PEM models. The symbols (+) and (‐) refer to the
two point estimates of a particular variable. The zones in blue represent tensile failure, whereas the
red zones represent shear failure or shear combined with tensile failure.
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Figure `19

Elasto‐plastic model results (PEM)
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The results obtained from the point estimate trials are tabulated in Table 9.
Table 9

PEM results

Trial

Back

Footwall

Walls

1

++‐

0.18

1.22

1.82

2

+‐‐

0.96

1.49

1.62

3

‐++

0.79

1.57

2

4

‐‐‐

1.75

2.43

2.1

5

‐‐+

2.28

3.1

2.58

6

+‐+

1.14

2.23

1.65

7

+++

0.36

1.57

2.23

8

‐+‐

0.79

1.22

1.59

PEM
results

Mean

1.03

1.85

1.95

Std. dev. 0.65

0.62

0.33

From the elastic superposition results it appears that the distribution of the probability of depth of
failure is skewed and better represented with a log normal distribution. For this reason, a lognormal
distribution is assumed.
The depth of failure in the back, walls and floor of the tunnel were measured for all the PEM
permutations examined and the first and second moments were determined, that is, mean and
variance (standard deviation), for each face. Thereafter, the cumulative probability distribution curves
of depth of failure presented in Figure 20 were derived.

Figure 20

Cumulative probability distribution functions of depth of failure (PEM)

The trial analysis used in the RIF method are presented in Table 10. For this particular case the trial
analyses were performed for the same parameter sets necessary for the simplified PEM (PEM S)
(cf Chapter 18) and both the RIF method and PEM S can be performed on the results of these trials.
The mean and standard deviation calculated with the Simplified PEM can therefore be compared to
that of the RIF method without requiring extra numerical analyses. Performing this comparison
provides an independent check on the consistency of the results. Figure 21 shows the yielded zones
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in the RIF and PEM S models. Likewise, the blue zones indicate tensile failure, while the red indicates
shear failure.
Table 10

RIF model permutation
Variables

Trial

UCS (MPa)

GSI

Overbreak (m)

1

198

70

0

2

258

70

0

3

138

70

0

4

198

80

0

5

198

60

0

6

198

70

0.2

7

198

70

‐0.2

Figure 21

Elasto‐plastic model results (RIF) (Blue zones indicate tensile failure, red zones indicate
shear failure)
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The depth of failure in each model was measured for the tunnel floor, walls and back. The beta values
were derived together with the characteristic equations of depth of failure obtained by varying one
variable at a time while keeping the others at their respective mean values. For the RIF, separate
Monte‐Carlo simulations were performed on the equation of each variable by reason of the variables
being independent from each other. Thereafter, the probability distribution of the depth of yielding
was obtained as indicated in Figure 22.
For the simplified PEM the procedure outlined in Chapter 18 was followed to arrive to the probability
cumulative curves shown in Figure 23.

Figure 22

Cumulative probability distribution functions of depth of failure (RIF)

Figure 23

Cumulative probability distribution functions of depth of failure (Simplified PEM)

It can be seen that the cumulative probability distribution functions of depth of damage in the wall,
back and floor follow obtained in the PEM, RIF and PEM S are similar but somewhat different. Visually,
there is a stronger correlation in the results from the RIF and PEM simplified due probably to the fact
that these methods share the same design of experiment.
The potential deformation can be estimated by multiplying the depth of failure by a bulking factor and
the equivalent probability distribution function of deformation is presented in Figures 24 to 26 for the
PEM, RIF and PEM S, respectively.
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Figure 24

Cumulative probability distribution functions of deformation (PEM)

Figure 25

Cumulative probability distribution functions of deformation (RIF)

Figure 26

Cumulative probability distribution functions of deformation (Simplified PEM)
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4.7 Methodology for probabilistic block stability analysis
Deterministic block stability analyses (e.g. Unwedge) are often used to test the ability of a support
system to prevent rockfalls associated with joint bounded blocks in underground excavations. This
section describes an approach to probabilistic block stability analyses. The objective of the analysis is
to produce cumulative probability distributions of rockfall area or volume, which can then be used to
assess the economic risk and safety risk.
This probabilistic block stability analysis in this study was performed using the software JBlock (JBlock
2017) originally applied in a risk‐based design method for support design in South African narrow
tabular stopes(Joughin et al. 2012a, Joughin et al. 2012b). JBlock is designed to create and analyse
geometric blocks or wedges, based on collected data in the form of joint orientations, trace lengths,
joint conditions and friction angles. The blocks are formed by the intersection of joints or faults in the
excavation roof, which can fail by sliding or falling into the excavation.
Although JBlock is further being adapted for application in tunnels it is still limited in its ability to
handle 3D tunnel geometries. It is, however, adequate for the purpose of this example application. Its
use in this example also serves to illustrate that absolute accuracy and the most sophisticated analysis
is not a prerequisite for a robust risk‐based design.
Currently discrete fracture network modelling is rarely used in design of mining drifts (Grenon et al.
2017). In recent years, great advances in discrete fracture networks modelling and block stability
analysis have been made and probabilistic evaluation of structurally controlled instability will become
more advanced and easier and to perform (Grenon et al. 2015, Grenon et al. 2017).
The method involves the processing of input data, selecting an appropriate support system,
performing the block stability analyses and determining cumulative rockfall frequency distributions.
These results can be used directly to evaluate the economic and safety risk.

4.7.1

Block stability analyses

From statistical description of the joint network in the field, discrete fracture network (DFN) method
is used to generate individual blocks (Figure 27). Complex three dimensional block shapes and
composite blocks are generated. For a robust analysis, it is necessary to generate about 100,000
blocks. A benchmarking study may need to be performed with an increased number of stochastic trials
to determine how many trials is required to obtain statistically stable results.
JBlock cumulates the surface area of the base of each block and the surface area of DFNs, which do
not result in the formation of blocks. In this way, JBlock keeps track of the simulated roof area
represented by the set of blocks generated. A typical block distribution is presented in Figure 28.
The tunnel outline and support pattern is simulated (Figure 29). Simple models are used to represent
bonded or end anchored bolts. Mesh is very simply modelled as the retaining force per square metre;
another current limitation of the software following from its originally intended application. For the
purpose of the design, reasonable assumptions can be made. For blocks falling between the bolts, a
surface resistance of 20 kPa is assumed which is a reasonable, but conservative assumption. For blocks
larger than the support spacing and intersected by more than one bolt, the surface support is ignored.
This was done by performing two analyses and combining the results from the appropriate sections.
The rockfall simulation involves the random placement of each of the blocks within the outline of the
excavation. The position of support units relative to the blocks is calculated and a limit equilibrium
block stability analysis is performed. The bond length of each bolt in each block is calculated. Block
rotation is an important failure mode also incorporated in the stability assessment.
Figure 30 illustrates the rockfall simulation. The blue block traces represent stable blocks and red block
traces represent failed blocks or rockfalls. The block volume, base surface area, height, mode of failure
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and support information are reported for each block. During the simulation, JBlock cumulates the
equivalent tunnel roof area analysed.

Figure 27

Discrete fracture network (DFN) to generate blocks

Figure 28

Block distribution
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Figure 29

Tunnel outline and support in JBlock

Figure 30

Rockfall simulation in JBlock

4.7.2

Rockfall cumulative probability distributions

The results are presented as normalised cumulative frequency distributions of rockfall area and
volume (Figures 31 and 32), which are then applied in the economic and safety risk evaluations. Since
the equivalent tunnel roof area is tracked during the simulation, it is possible to normalise the results
by the total analysed tunnel length. In this example, a tunnel length (L) of 225 m was considered,
which represents the sublevel drive. It is assumed that the occurrence of rockfalls is uniformly
distributed over the three years (T) of mining.
The largest rockfall in this analysis is 40 m2 or 70 m2, which is very large, but unlikely to occur.

Figure 31

Rockfall area frequency distribution
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Figure 32

Rockfall volume frequency distribution

4.8 Methodology for development of economic and safety risk models – an
illustrative example
4.8.1

Introduction

Risk based design is not commonly used in the industry and probabilistic evaluation, when performed,
is not quantitatively evaluated within a risk context. For this reason, it is important to provide a
detailed description of the risk‐based support design process which will provide a backdrop to future
developments of tools that will bring this approach within the reach of general practitioners.
A systematic example of risk‐based ground support design was developed and documented in detail.
The methodology for performing risk based support design and to develop damage‐risk models are
illustrated with the use of support in tunnels used to access longhole stopes (Figure 33).
The risk‐based design process is described using a conceptual layout for a sublevel of a
primary/secondary longhole stoping method (Figure 33). The tunnels are typically 5 m × 5 m cross‐
sections with an arched roof.
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Figure 33

Example mining layout for longhole stoping

The rock mass and joint properties used in this analysis were selected from a competent igneous rock
mass. The stress environment is at a depth of 1,000 m with a horizontal to vertical stress ratio of 2.5.

4.8.2

Fault and event trees

Fault and event trees are useful for illustrating the risk evaluation process. Conceptual fault trees are
presented, which describe the process of determining the annual expected frequency (AEF) or annual
probability (AP) of stress damage (excessive deformation) and consequential rockfalls (Figure 34) and
rockfalls due to block failure (Figure 35). The AEF is used for economic risk, while AP is used for safety
risk.
In the stress damage fault tree, block 1 represents the AEF/AP of exceeding prescribed deformation
criteria over a given length of tunnel. This conceptually represents the probabilistic stress damage
analysis. However, only a single AEF/AP value is presented in Figure 34. The actual risk evaluation
process is more complex, since the length of tunnel affected by stress damage can vary significantly
as will the corresponding AEF/AP values. Also, it is necessary to select an acceptable PF from the
results of the probabilistic analyses, which also influences the resulting AEF/AP.
Blocks 2 to 5 in Figure 34 represent alternative circumstances which are likely to increase the AEF/AP
(Terbrugge et al. 2006). The AEF/AP values should ideally be determined through additional
probabilistic analyses, which cater for these circumstances, but this is not always possible. Where it is
not possible, engineering judgement should be applied to determine the AEF/AP. Probabilities of
occurrence (POO) should assigned to Blocks 1 to 5, based on available seismic, geological and water
data and using engineering judgement.
Blocks 1 to 5 are linked by an OR gate and are mutually exclusive. The resulting AEF/AP of excessive
deformation can be determined as follows:

/
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This enables unusual and unexpected circumstances to be included in the analysis, which should
inevitably increase the resulting AEP/AP. The AEP/AP of excessive deformation can then be
determined for all circumstances. Rockfalls will only occur if there is failure of the support system and
blocks 6 and 7 are therefore linked by an AND gate, giving the AEF/AP of rockfalls.
Similarly, in the block failure fault tree (Figure 35), block 1 represents the AEF/AP of a rockfall greater
than a certain size, which conceptually represents the probabilistic block stability analysis. The
probabilistic analyses also cover a range of rockfall sizes. Blocks 2 to 5 also cater for unusual and
expected circumstances as described above. The fault tree is simpler, because support failure is
already taken into consideration in the probabilistic analysis.
1) Excessive
deformation under
normal conditions
AEF/AP
POO

20.00%
90.0%

2) Excessive
deformation due to
Seismicity
AEF/AP
60.0%
POO
0.5%

3) Excessive
deformation due to
water
AEF/AP
40.0%
POO
5.0%

OR

6) Excessive
Deformation
23.2%
AND

4) Excessive
deformation due to
unforeseen geology
AEF/AP
POO

60.0%
4.0%

8) Rockfall
4.6%

7) Support fails
20.0%

5) Excessive
deformation due to
Unexpected event
AEF/AP
100.0%
POO
0.5%

Figure 34

Conceptual fault tree for stress damage (excessive deformation)
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1) Block Failure under
normal conditions
AEF/AP
POO

3.00%
90.0%

2) Block Failure due
to Seismicity
AEF/AP
POO

9.0%
0.5%

3) Block Failure due
to water
AEF/AP
POO

OR

6.0%
5.0%

6) Rockfall
3.5%

4) Block Failure due
to unforeseen
geology
AEF/AP
POO

9.0%
4.0%

5) Block Failure due
to Unexpected event
AEF/AP
POO

Figure 35

15.0%
0.5%

Conceptual fault tree for block failure

Conceptual event trees are presented for stress damage (Figure 36) and block failure (Figure 37),
which represent the economic and safety (individual and societal) risk evaluations. Again, the trees
only represent a single case, whereas the risk evaluation models cater for a range of damage lengths
or rockfall sizes and PFs.
For economic risk, two possible financial consequences are considered; rehabilitation costs and
production losses. If the deformation exceeds the specified criteria, or a rockfall occurs, then it will be
necessary to rehabilitate and a production loss may be incurred. In Section 4.8.4, a model is presented
to determine the rehabilitation costs and production losses for a range of tunnel lengths affected by
stress damage (excessive deformation) or block failures. Cumulative AEF distributions of financial
losses, ranging from insignificant to catastrophic, are presented on typical risk matrix.
The safety risk event trees cater for both individual and safety risk. Stress damage, without failure of
support will not cause an injury, so the initial event must be a rockfall. In all cases, the risk can be
mitigated to a greater or lesser extent by monitoring and providing protection (reducing vulnerability)
through the canopy of a vehicle. Fatal injuries will only occur when personnel are spatially and
temporally coincident with a rockfall (in the wrong place at the wrong time). Individual risk is relatively
simple to calculate, but for societal risk, the coincidence of individuals and groups needs to be
considered. If many people are exposed, the probability of fatally injuring one person will be many
times greater than the individual risk. The AP of fatally injuring more than one person is generally low
in a mechanised mine, since large groups of personnel are rarely exposed.
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In Section 4.8.5, the results of the risk analysis are presented on F‐N graphs and the acceptance levels
discussed in Section 4.3 are applied.
Economic risk
2) Requires
rehabilitation
1.0

4) Incur Rehabilitation
Cost
23.2%

3) Production
affected
0.5

5) Incur Production
loss
11.6%

2) Inneffective
monitoring
0.5

3) Vulnerable
0.20

1) Excessive
Deformation
23.2%

Individual risk

1 ) Rockfall
4.6%

4) Temporal exposure
0.04

Societal risk

1 ) Rockfall
4.6%

2) Inneffective
0.5

Figure 36

3) Vulnerable
0.2

4) Temporal exposure
0.04

5) Spatial coincidence
1.8E‐02

6) Fatal injury
3.4E‐06

5) Spatial coincidence
(1 person)
2.6E‐01

8) 1 Fatal injury
5.0E‐05

6) Spatial coincidence
(2 persons)
1.4E‐03

9) 2 Fatal injuries
2.7E‐07

7) Spatial coincidence
(3 persons)

10) 3 Fatal injuries

3.8E‐06

7.3E‐10

Conceptual event trees for stress damage (excessive deformation)

Economic risk
2) Requires
rehabilitation
1.0

4) Incur Rehabilitation
Cost
3.5%

3) Production
affected
0.5

5) Incur Production
loss
1.7%

2) Inneffective
monitoring
0.5

3) Vulnerable
0.20

1) Rockfall
3.5%

Individual risk

1 ) Rockfall
3.5%

4) Temporal exposure
0.04

Societal risk

1 ) Rockfall
3.5%

Figure 37

4.8.3

2) Inneffective
0.5

3) Vulnerable
0.2

4) Temporal exposure
0.04

5) Spatial coincidence
8.9E‐03

6) Fatal injury
1.3E‐06

5) Spatial coincidence
(1 person)
8.9E‐02

8) 1 Fatal injury
1.3E‐05

6) Spatial coincidence
(2 persons)
1.5E‐04

9) 2 Fatal injuries
2.2E‐08

7) Spatial coincidence
(3 persons)

10) 3 Fatal injuries

1.4E‐07

2.0E‐11

Conceptual event trees for block failure

Damage risk model (frequency and extent)

It is necessary to determine the daily frequency of occurrence of damage affecting a given length of
tunnel, hence a damage risk model must be developed.
The total length (L) of the access ramp, sublevel drive or stope drives will not normally be affected at
the same time. In practice, the potential damage affected length (lp) at a given time will be a function
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of the mining layout and sequence and the resulting stress influence (Figure 38). In the case of stope
drives, the greatest stress change is experienced close to the stope abutment and this is when large
deformations are most likely to occur. The probabilistic stress analyses can be used as a guide to
determining lp. For the sublevel drives, the greatest stress change will occur as a stope reaches its
limit. The access drive will experience less significant stress changes, since it is further away and while
the probability of exceeding deformation criteria is expected to be lower, the potentially affected
length may be larger. Selecting an appropriate lp will always be subjective, particularly in the case of
the access ramp, and it is therefore necessary to test different lp values and assess the influence on
the model.
This lp can be further sub‐divided into short tunnel segment lengths (ls), which represent the natural
variability in rock mass characteristics and ideally references to the composite interval length used for
determining the variability of the GSI.

Figure 38

Potential damage zones

The probability (p) of exceeding the deformation criteria is therefore applicable to the segment length.
When the lp is affected, some or all of the length may experience excessive deformation. Figure 39
shows some scenarios of possible damage over lp for a given p.

Figure 39

Possible damage over the potentially affected length of a tunnel
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The probability Pd(k,n,p) of exactly k segments being excessively damaged can be estimated using the
binominal distribution:
, ,

, ,

where:
Binomial(a,b,c) is the probability density function of the binomial distribution for a events
occurring within b trials, with probability of c.
n is the total number tunnel segments and is calculated as nearest rounded up integer as
follows:
ceiling
where:
ceiling [

]=

rounding up function

The cumulative form of the distribution, representing the probability of more than k tunnel segments
being damaged is:
, ,

, ,

The binomial distribution is a standard function in Excel, but it should be noted that the cumulative
form of the binomial distribution in Excel calculates Pd(≤k,p,n), but it is easy to calculate Pd(≥k,p,n).
The length of damage, ld, for a given k and ls is:
k
Figure 40 shows cumulative probability damaged tunnel length distributions, for the total tunnel
length under consideration lp = 45 m and a range of p values determined using the binomial
distribution.

Figure 40

Cumulative probability damage length distributions for lp = 45 m and values of p from
0.1 to 50%
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During the life of the sublevel being mined, the entire L of access ramp, sublevel drive and stope drives
will be affected at some time. The number of potentially affected lengths (N) is:
/
The expected frequency F(≥k,p,n,N) of occurrence of ld can then be estimated as follows:
, , ,

P

, ,

The F(≥k,p,n,N) should be normalised over the duration of mining (T) as follows:
, , , ,

P

, ,

The time unit for normalisation could be days, weeks, months, quarters or years. The likelihood
intervals in the risk matrix for different normalised expected frequencies are presented in Table 11. In
this example, the expected frequency was normalised to yearly values.
Table 11

Normalising the expected frequency

Likelihood

Normalised expected frequency
Years

Quarters

Months

Weeks

Days

Daily

365

92

30.5

7.0

1.0

Weekly

52

13

4.4

1.0

0.1

Monthly

12

3

1

0.23

0.0

Annual

1

0.25

0.083

0.019

0.0027

1/10 years

0.1

0.025

0.0083

0.0019

0.00027

1/100 years

0.01

0.0025

0.00083

0.00019

0.000027

In this example, the following general parameters were used:
Duration

(T) = 3 years

Segment length

(ls) = 3 m

Probability of exceeding deformation criteria

(p): 0.1 to 50%.

The input parameters specific to the access ramp, sublevel drive and stope drives are listed in Table 12.
Note that for the access ramp, only the total length that services the sublevel was considered.
Table 12

Specific input parameters for the frequency and extent of damage analysis

Parameter

Access ramp

Sublevel drive

Stope drives

Total length (L)

500 m

225 m

900 m

Potential affected length (lp)

42 m

30 m

15 m

Number of potentially affected lengths (N)

12

8

60

Number of segments (n)

14

10

5

The cumulative normalised expected frequency damage length distributions are presented in
Figure 41. The likelihood intervals are shown on the right hand axis for reference purposes. Note that
the FT values are highest for the stope drives because they have the greatest N. However, the
maximum length of damage ld is limited by lp. While the access ramp has greatest ld values, it is
expected that p will be relatively low, because it is further away from the stopes. In fact, it is essential
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to ensure that p is low, because the access ramp affects all of the potential production from the
sublevel. This frequency damage model is used to evaluate the economic risk in Section 4.8.4.
Main ramp

Sublevel drive

Stope drives

Figure 41

Cumulative normalised (years) expected frequency damage length distributions
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4.8.4

Economic risk evaluation

The estimation of losses associated with rock damage in underground mines has been addressed by a
few authors (Abdellah et al. 2014, Joughin et al. 2012a, Joughin et al. 2016). The most significant
economic consequences of the damage are the cost of remediation of the damaged section of the
tunnel and the lost production due to inaccessibility during rehabilitation.
This section describes an economic risk model for stress damage and block failure. For stress damage,
it is necessary to determine and acceptable probability of exceeding the deformation limit state. Stress
damage examples for the access drives, sublevel drive and stope drives are presented for a range of p
values. In the block failure analysis, a support system was tested and needs to be evaluated in terms
of economic risk. A simple example for block failure in a sublevel drive is presented.
Rehabilitation usually involves the removal of loose rock and damaged support and then re‐
supporting. It is best to obtain estimates of the unit cost, cru and rate of rehabilitation, r, using data
from previous tunnel repairs. The total cost of rehabilitation Cr and duration tr of rehabilitation can be
estimated using the length of damage, ld as follows:
k

∙

k

∙

The following input values were used in this example:
 Unit cost of rehabilitation:

cru = $2,000/m

 Rate of rehabilitation:

r =1 m/day

Applying the same logic, the cost and rate of rehabilitation for block failure can be determined in terms
of the area of the rockfall. In this example, a direct relationship was assumed, where an equivalent
length of damage is equal to the rockfall area divided by the width of the tunnel. Alternatively, the
rockfall volume may be considered a more suitable parameter for estimating the cost and rate of
rehabilitation, based on experience.
During rehabilitation, production is likely to be affected, but this depends on the purpose of the
tunnel. Referring to Figure 43, rehabilitation in the main access ramp would always affect the full
production from these stopes and this will have an immediate effect. Rehabilitation of the sublevel
drive would probably only affect half of the production and there may be some flexibility in the
production schedule that allows some time (tf) before production is affected. The proportion of daily
production influenced when a stope drive is being rehabilitated depends on the number of active
stopes in production and there is invariably some flexibility, so the production impact is not
immediate. The lost production time can be estimated as follows:
k

k

The following model can be used to estimate the potential loss per damaging incident as a function of
length of damage:
k

k ∙

∙ 1

∙

∙

where:
cp

= revenue per ton mined.

a

= direct cost of production as a proportion of revenue.

m

= daily production from the sublevel.

b

= proportion of daily production affected.
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The total potential loss per damaging incident is then:
k

k

The model parameters should be based on the production layout and schedule and economics. The
following general input parameters were used in this example:
 Revenue per ton mined:

Cp = $155/t

 Direct cost of production:

a = 20%

 Daily production:

m = 1 000 t

The specific model input parameters for the different types of excavations are listed in Table 13.
Table 13

Specific economic model input data for the different types of excavations

Parameter

Access ramp

Sublevel drive

Stope drives

Proportion of daily production affected

100%

50%

25%

Flexibility or time until impact (tf)

0 days

2 days

5 days

Using the cumulative normalised expected frequency damage length distributions and the economic
model, cumulative normalised expected frequency distributions of economic loss can be presented
using a risk matrix. Risk profiles based on stress damage have been determined for the access ramp
(Figure 42), sublevel drive (Figure 43) and stope drives (Figure 44).
Note that severity is greatest for the access ramp, due to the amount of production affected and the
immediate loss of production. The cost of rehabilitation ranges from insignificant to minor, while
production losses range from moderate to major, depending on the number of days lost. The
frequency of excessively damaging events is greatest for the stope drives due to the total length of
the stope drives, but the losses are much lower (typically minor) due to greater flexibility and lower
production impact.
Increasing the potentially affected length, lp reduces the frequency of minor events and increases the
maximum severity of an event. After setting up the calculation procedure for a model like this, it is
desirable to interactively change the input parameters and study the influence on the resulting risk
profile.
The p value for design should be selected to ensure that the risk is medium and the expected loss is
low relative to daily revenue. Based on the risk profiles presented, the p values for design should be
2% for access drives, 5% for sublevel drives and 10% for stope drives.
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Figure 42

Economic risk profile for the access ramp (stress damage)

Figure 43

Economic risk profile for the sublevel drive (stress damage)
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Figure 44

Economic risk profile for stope drives (stress damage)

The cumulative probability distributions of rockfalls were used to generate the block failure risk profile
in Figure 45. It is apparent that the economic impact is low to medium for this support system.

Figure 45

Economic risk profile for the sublevel drive (block failures)
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4.8.5 Safety Risk Evaluation
4.8.5.1 The safety risk model
As mentioned before, both economic risk and safety risk need to be addressed and need to be
performed independently. In this section, a safety risk model for both the individual and societal safety
risk is developed. The safety risk models consider the probability of excessive damage (and ultimate
collapse), and the exposure and coincidence probability for personnel to evaluate the overall
probability of fatality for different numbers of people.
The safety risk models are then evaluated and benchmarked against suggested acceptance levels
discussed in Section 4.3. Individual safety risk acceptance levels of 10‐5 to 10‐6 per annum are used.
The societal safety risk acceptance levels are best evaluated using an F‐N chart with the design falling
in the ALARP region.
Examples for access ramps, sublevel drives and stope drives are presented. In the case of block
failures, the support system needs to be tested and evaluated in terms of safety risk.
4.8.5.2 Failure probability
For stress damage, the probability of exceeding a given length of tunnel damage is presented. In
practice, some of the support remains intact when the deformation criteria are exceeded and rockfalls
do not always occur. For our purposes, we will assume that rockfalls occur some percentage, R, of the
time when the specified deformation criteria are exceeded. Reliable data for estimating the value of
R can be gathered over time and the assessments updated. For the purpose of this example, we
assume R = 20% for tunnel backs. The value of R would be lower for the walls.
Based on the analysis in Section 4.8.3, the annual probability of rockfall in k tunnel segments can be
determined as follows:
1

P

, ,

∙

/

where:
Pd(k,n,p) = probability of experiencing excessive damage in k sections, within a total of n
sections each having a probability of failure of p.
N

= number of potential affected lengths (L/lp).

T

= duration of mining in years.

The conservative assumption that the rockfall occurs over entire length of damage (ld) is implicitly
assumed.
4.8.5.3 Individual safety risk
Individual safety risk is concerned with the risk to any particular individual and one would focus on
assessing the risk to individuals at its highest. The exposure of personnel to rockfalls is primarily a
function of temporal and spatial coincidence.
4.8.5.3.1

Temporal coincidence

Temporal coincidence is taken as the proportion of time people are exposed to a hazard. As different
shifts may have different exposure times, it is best to evaluate this on a shift basis. The temporal
exposure is estimated as follows:
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where:
te

= time exposed per shift in le for a group or individual.

ts

= duration of the shift in hours.

4.8.5.3.2

Spatial coincidence

The spatial coincidence depends on the length of tunnel that is excessively damaged (Figure 46) and
therefore exposure needs to be calculate for any possible damage length ld that could occur ranging
between ls (1 section length) and lp (the total potentially effected length).
For block failures, an equivalent length of damage can be determined by dividing the rockfall area by
the width of the tunnel.
Spatial coincidence can be expressed as follows:

where:
ld

= length of damage.

le

= length of exposure.

k=
represents the number of tunnel segments damaged or in the case of block failures it
represents the rockfall area increment.

Figure 46
4.8.5.3.3

Spatial coincidence
Personnel‐failure coincidence for an individual

The combined spatial and temporal coincidence of a person during any shift can be estimated as:
∙

∙

24

Where the chosen parameters are applicable to a person (class of person) being considered, typically
the person most at risk.
4.8.5.3.4

Exposure mitigation

Exposure can be mitigated by protecting personnel in the canopy of a vehicle and by monitoring the
deformation and removing personnel when the deformation criteria are exceeded.
The exposure of personnel can be further reduced by protection inside a vehicle and through effective
monitoring of ground deformation and can be estimated as follows:
∙

∙

where:
Ev is the probability that persons are vulnerable to rockfalls due to ineffective
protection.
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Em is the probability that monitoring will be ineffective and personnel will be exposed
to potential rockfalls.
Note that ld, Es and Ec and E are a function of the number of failed sections, k.
4.8.5.3.5

Assessment of individual safety risk

The individual exposure can by determined by considering the temporal and spatial coincidence for a
single person, vulnerability, monitoring and then adjusted for the number of shifts worked per annum
(TA). This takes into account the off days and leave, during which time individuals are not exposed. The
individual exposure for a given ld can be calculated as follows:
∙

365

The probability of a single section failure is different to that of, say, 10 sections failing. Since E is
function of the number of failed section, k, the overall fatality risk to the individual is the sum the
probability of k sections failing, multiplied by the individual exposure, for k failing sections. The annual
probability of an individual being fatally injured can be calculated as follows:
∙
4.8.5.4 Societal safety risk
Societal safety risk is concerned with risk to all employees collectively. It is important to consider all
personnel that could be exposed to rockfalls. Under different circumstances there could be individuals
or groups of people working or travelling through the length of exposure (le). It is important to analyse
different exposure groups. Examples of different exposure groups are provided in Tables 14, 15 and
16. If the mining area is active for 24 hours a day, 365 days per year, then there will be no adjustment
the number of shifts worked per annum.
4.8.5.4.1

Temporal and spatial coincidence

In the case of a number of personnel (Z) randomly travelling through a tunnel, the probability of
combined temporal spatial coincidence of j persons on any shift can be calculated using a binomial
distribution as follows:
,

, ,

∙

∙

24

where:
Binomial (a,b,c) is the probability density function of the binomial distribution for a
events occurring within b trials, with probability of c.
Et = the amount of time spent travelling or working together.
k = the number of failed sections with Es being a function of k.
In the case of groups of j personnel working or traveling together, the probability of combined
temporal spatial coincidence of j persons can be determined using the simple expression:
,

∙

∙

24
Note that the expression is not a function of j, because the personnel are always travelling together
in these exposure groups.
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4.8.5.4.2

Exposure mitigation

Similar to individual risk, the probability of exposure of personnel can be further reduced by protection
inside a vehicle and through effective monitoring of ground deformation and can be estimated as
follows:
,
4.8.5.4.3

,

∙

∙

Assessment of societal risk

The total probability of j persons being exposed to k damaged sections can be calculated by adding up
the exposure probabilities of j persons in each of the exposure groups in all shifts. This can be
estimated as follows:
,

1

1

,

The probability of j or more persons being exposed to all possible damage lengths is then:
,

,

The annual probability of j or more persons being fatally injured can be calculated as follows:
,

∙

4.8.5.5 Application of the safety risk model
The exposure parameters should be determined through analysing the operations and time spent in
different excavations. The exposure models should be as simple as possible, but it is often necessary
to incorporate different groups. Examples of possible exposure analyses presented below. The
damage parameters in Section 4.8.3 are relevant to all the examples.
For the access ramp example, it was assumed that individuals are randomly travelling (Table 14)
through the ramp to get to their destination. On average, 30 trips of 0.5‐hour duration are taken
during each of two shifts. The persons are always protected inside a vehicle. Only visual monitoring is
carried out. The length of exposure represents length of the access ramp that services the sublevel
(L).
Table 14

Exposure parameters (access ramp)

Exposure group

Z

te (hours/shift)

Travelling

30 0.5

le (m)

Ev

Em

500

20%

50%

For the sublevel drive example, it was assumed that five people travel randomly though the drive and,
over the shift, they each spend one hour in the sublevel drive on average (Table 15). The length of
exposure is the sublevel drive length (L). Again, vehicle protection and simple visual monitoring were
assumed.
Table 15

Exposure parameters (sublevel drive)

Exposure group

Z

te (hours/shift)

le (m)

Ev

Em

Travelling

5

1

225

20%

50%
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In the sublevel drive example (Table 15), it was assumed that for most of the time individual operators
will be exposed. There will also be times when individuals and groups are exposed. The probability of
coincidence of two or more people is not random in this case. It was assumed that groups of two or
more would not be exposed every day and the average hours per day are therefore very low. It was
also assumed that the length of exposure would be a function of the potentially affected length and
number of stopes being worked simultaneously, where le = 4 lp. The operators will always be protected
in a vehicle, but the other persons would be unprotected. It was also assumed that very effective
monitoring, such as rigorous closure measurements or LiDar, would be carried out.
The fatal incident risk profile for the access ramp, sublevel drive and stope drive examples are
presented in Figures 47, 48 and 49. Both societal risk curves and maximum individual risk values are
presented for different values of p. The ALARP criteria are based on the total length L in each case. For
the stope drives, this is the total length of 900 m exposed during the life of the sublevel.
Table 16

Exposure parameters (stope drive)

Exposure group

Z

te (hours/shift) le (m) Ev

Em

Operator 1

1

2

60

20%

2%

Operator 2

1

1

60

20%

2%

Operator 3

1

1

60

20%

2%

Operator 4

1

2

60

20%

2%

Operator 5

1

1

60

20%

2%

Any person

1

0.2

60

100% 2%

Groups of 2

2

0.167

60

100% 2%

Groups of 3

2

0.014

60

100% 2%

Groups of 4

2

0.002

60

100% 2%
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Figure 47

Fatal incident risk profile for access drive example (stress damage)
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Figure 48

Fatal incident risk profile for sublevel drive example (stress damage)
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Figure 49

Fatal incident risk profile for stope drive example (stress damage)

The shape of societal risk curves for the access ramp and sublevel drive are a function of the binomial
distribution, while societal risk curves of the stope drives are quite irregular due to the addition of
exposure probabilities for the different exposure groups (Table 16). The societal risk curves have very
steep profiles because, for the mechanised mining scenario considered, larger groups of people do
not often occur. In this case, therefore, decisions are governed by the annual fatality risk of any
number of people (one or more) and by the individual risk, and no particular attention needs to be
given to catastrophic safety risk events.
Even with effective monitoring, the safety risk profile for the stope drive example is more significant
than the other two examples. Based on the economic risk examples (Section 4.8.4), acceptable p
values of 2%, 5% and 10% were selected for the access ramp, sublevel drive and stope drives. When
taking safety risk examples into consideration, the p value for stope drives would need to be reduced
to at least 5% and effective monitoring is essential. This would certainly apply to the back support.
The safety risk profile for the block failure, sublevel stope example is presented in Figure 50. It is
apparent that the support system falls within the ALARP region and the individual risk is less than
10‐5. This would imply that the support system is acceptable.
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Figure 50

Fatal incident risk profile for sublevel drive example (block failure)
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5 Ground support design using numerical modelling

5.1 Introduction
Numerical modelling can be used in various ways to assist with the design of ground support systems
in underground mining. Some of these approaches are listed as follows:
 Estimating the size and shape of the instability zone around an excavation.
 Comparing ground support alternatives.
 Explicitly modelling the rockbolt and surface support elements to determine their response
to mining induced conditions.
A wide range of model types and methods are available (including 2D, 3D, elastic, plastic, creep, etc.),
broadly falling into two main categories: continuum and discontinuum modelling (Stead et al. 2006).
A summary of their advantages and limitations is given in Table 17. Throughout the text there are
references to commercially available software packages. These are used to facilitate the reader in
referring to products commonly used in mining, however designers may have access to and/or choose
to use different software to achieve the same results.
Table 17

Main categories of numerical modelling codes (adapted from Stead et al., 2006)

Analysis method

Critical inputs

Advantages

Limitations

Continuum modelling
(e.g. finite element,
finite difference)

Representative
excavation geometry.

Allows for material
deformation and yield,
including complex
behaviour and
mechanisms, in 2D and
3D.

Requires well trained
and experienced users,
good modelling
practice.

Constitutive model
properties.
In situ stress state.

Can assess effects of
critical parameter
variations on support
behaviour.
Generally less complex
models with quicker
run‐times and easier to
interpret results.
Discontinuum
modelling (e.g. distinct
element)

Excavation and
discontinuity geometry.
Intact rock constitutive
model properties.
Discontinuity model
properties.
In situ stress
conditions.

Input data generally
limited, some required
inputs are not routinely
measured.
Run time constraints
limit sensitivity analysis
opportunities.

Allows for block
deformation and
movement of blocks
relative to each other.

As above.

Can model complex
behaviour and
mechanisms involving
both material and
discontinuity
behaviour.

Limited data on joint
properties available
(e.g. joint stiffness).

Need to simulate a
representative
discontinuity geometry.

Can assess effects of
critical parameter.
variations on support
behaviour.
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2D models are easier to set up and visualise results. They are also much quicker to run. However,
unless the geometry is unusually regular, for example, single or multiple tunnels running in a direction
parallel to one of the principal stress orientations, the stresses in the model will simply not redistribute
correctly (Wiles 2007).
3D modelling allows the user to accommodate realistic mine‐scale geometries, thus overcoming the
fundamental problem of 2D modelling. Elastic analysis is useful for estimating the size and shape of a
zone of potential instability, as will be discussed in the following section. For explicit numerical
modelling of ground support, generally an inelastic approach would be required because ground
support is usually installed after initial elastic relaxation has taken place. Thus modelled support
elements will not be subject to the full loading profile that would be applied by a yielding rock mass
surrounding the excavation.
Uncertainty in model predictions is directly related to the uncertainty in estimating input parameters,
hence the number of input parameters has a direct influence on uncertainty of model output.
Determining the parameter values, whether by laboratory test or field measurement can be
challenging. In most instances, designers will not have access to reliable inputs due to budgetary
and/or time constraints. In the early stages of a mining study, for example, appropriate test programs
will not have been conducted and therefore the designer will be required to draw on experience and
the literature to estimate inputs.
For this reason, elastic models present a major advantage on reliability due to the small number of
inputs needed to be reliably estimated. However, plastic models allow the user to incorporate rock
mass yielding, which is appropriate where stress exceeds strength. The penalty is the consequent
increase in the number of model parameters which increases the level of uncertainty. Thus the user
is presented with a trade‐off between model appropriateness and reliability.

5.2 Instability zone approach
In this approach, a zone of disturbed rock mass around the excavation is defined by means of
numerical analysis. The disturbed or yielded rock mass is then treated as a deadweight volume of
ground and the support requirements calculated on a capacity vs demand basis. A comprehensive
description of the application of such a methodology is described in (Wiles et al. 2004)). Probabilistic
approaches can easily be applied to this methodology, as described in (Wiles 2007).
A user‐friendly numerical modelling package capable of simulating the range of anticipated mining
conditions is selected. Most importantly in this context is the development and stoping sequence and
associated loading/unloading conditions. These loading/unloading conditions are best simulated
explicitly in a three‐dimensional model. If the user has opted for a two‐dimensional approach to focus
the investigation on ground support, appropriate boundary conditions will need to be applied to the
2D model. This is achieve with a ‘hybrid’ approach, as discussed in (Crowder and Bawden 2005), where
they used a three‐dimensional elastic boundary element code (Map3d) in conjunction with a two‐
dimensional inelastic code (Phase2).

5.2.1

Analysis based on elastic modelling

Three‐dimensional elastic boundary element codes are well‐suited to this style of analysis due to the
ability to incorporate mine‐wide geometries and entire life‐of‐mine sequencing. Two‐dimensional
codes (elastic or inelastic) can also be used, but have the restriction that external loading conditions
need to be applied artificially to the boundaries of the model based on user estimates, or inputs from
a 3D model.
In Figure 51, a mine‐wide Map3d model is shown, with tunnel development highlighted as an area of
interest. A results grid is used to generate contours corresponding to an appropriately selected rock
mass failure criterion.
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The contours generated are then used to estimate the size, shape and position of potential instability
zones around the excavation perimeter shown in Figure 52 (after Wiles 2005).

Figure 51

Three‐dimensional boundary element model showing stopes (green) and
development (blue). A section of interest has been selected for analysis (grey)

Figure 52

Definition of instability zones (cracked and broken) after Wiles (2005)

In Figure 53, contours of strength factor (Wiles 2005) are plotted for a rock mass strength defined by
the following Hoek‐Brown parameters:
Intact Rock Strength

‐

200 MPa

Hoek‐Brown m (rock mass)

‐

1

Hoek‐Brown s (rock mass)

‐

0.004
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From the dimensions in Figure 53, it is possible to estimate rockbolt requirements in terms of the
length and spacing, as follows:
Rockbolt length

= extent of instability + critical bond length (fully grouted system)

For the backs: Rockbolt length = 1.7m + 0.5m* (*based on manufacturer specifications)
= 2.2m
Based on the extent of instability in the left‐hand sidewall, a minimum rockbolt length of 2.2 m is
required. For practical reasons, most mines use a standard length for reinforcing the back and the
walls. Therefore, Australian manufacturer standard rockbolt lengths dictate that the recommended
bolt length would be 2.4 m for backs and walls.
To determine rockbolt spacing, the demand on the rockbolts is calculated based on the volume and
dead weight of instability. In the example shown in Figure 53, the volume of instability (hanging wall)
is 7 m2 which equates to 18.9 tonnes per linear metre, assuming a rock density of 2.7 tonnes per m3.
Applying an arbitrarily selected safety factor of 1.5 results in a support demand of 28.4 tonnes per
linear metre. If 20 tonne rockbolts are used, this means that 1.4 bolts are required to support the mass
of instability (per linear metre). Given that the width of the span is 4.5 m, the bolt density required
equates to 1.4 / 4.5 = 0.3 bolts per m2, or a spacing of 1.8 m. So the in‐plane and out‐of‐plane spacings
for the hanging wall are specified as 1.8 m.
For the sidewalls, the volume of instability (left‐hand wall) is 5 m2 and the resulting mass of instability
13.5 tonnes. Because the out‐of‐plane spacing is dictated by the hanging wall calculation above, the
mass of instability is thus 13.5 × 1.8 = 24.3 tonnes. Applying a safety factor of 1.5 results in a support
demand of 36.5 tonnes. Based on 20 tonne rockbolts, the number of rockbolts required equates to
36.5 / 20 = 1.8. Since the supported area is known (4.5 × 1.8 = 8.1 m2) the in‐plane spacing requirement
is 1.8 / 8.1 = 0.2 bolts per m2. So the supported area per bolt is 1 / 0.2 = 5 m2 and this the in‐plane
spacing will be 5 / 1.8 = 2.8 m.
It is noted that, for the purposes of this example, it is assumed that bolt shear strength is equivalent
to tensile strength due to the typical upward installation angle of sidewall bolts mobilising some of
the tensile capacity of the bolt.

Figure 53

Grid plane cross‐section showing contours of Strength Factor < 1.0. This gives an
indication of the extent of the instability zone surrounding the drive. The volumes (per
linear metre) of instability for the sidewalls and back are indicated. The dimensions of
potential instability limits are also indicated
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5.2.2

Analysis based on inelastic modelling

Inelastic numerical models can be used to explicitly simulate the rock mass yield process and thus
provide a more accurate determination of the size and shape of the zone of potential instability. In
Figure 54, an example is shown of a finite element simulation using RS2 (Rocscience 2016) of a jointed
rock mass under relatively high stress. The arbitrarily selected input parameters used in this example
are given in Table 18.
Table 18

Model inputs

Intact rock properties (Hoek–Brown)
Peak

Residual

Uniaxial compressive strength

120MPa

Hoek‐Brown mb‐parameter

3

3

Hoek‐Brown s‐parameter

0.0067

0.0067

Hoek‐Brown a‐parameter

0.5

0.5

Rock mass elastic modulus

32 GPa

32 GPa

Joint properties (Barton–Bandis)
Joint compressive strength (JCS)

120 MPa

Joint roughness coefficient (JRC)

3

Residual friction angle

30°

In situ stress properties
Major principal stress

45 MPa

Angle from horizontal

‐35°

Minor principal stress

25 MPa

Out‐of‐plane stress

35 MPa

In this example, the zone of potential instability can be inferred by considering the yield of the intact
rock plus joints, resulting in the red dotted outline shown in Figure 54.
The volumes and limits of the instability zone are calculated using CAD software to be 13.6 m3 (per
linear tunnel metre) and 2.6 m. The mass of instability (per linear metre) is 36.7 tonnes.
Based on the maximum extent of instability in the right‐hand wall (2.6 m), the required rockbolt length
(taking into account standard manufacturer lengths) is 3.0m. Given the short embedment provided by
this bolt length, resin encapsulation is required. Assuming a 20 tonne capacity, the number of bolts,
per linear metre, required to suspend the instability zone is 2.8 (assuming a rock density of 2.7 t/m3
and a FOS of 1.5).
To arrive at a more even distribution of bolts, the out‐of‐plane bolt spacing is adjusted. Assuming the
out‐of‐plane spacing to be 1.6 m, the demand then becomes 58.7 tonnes, thus requiring 4.4 bolts to
support the instability to a FOS of 1.5. The pattern shown in Figure 55 would achieve the required
capacity.
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Figure 54

RS2 inelastic case, with structural control. Zone of potential instability (red dotted
outline) delineated by combination of yielded rock plus structure

Figure 55

Recommended rockbolt pattern (20 tonne, resin‐anchored) for instability zone defined
in Figure 54

5.3 Comparative approach
Perhaps the most useful application of numerical modelling in ground support design is for the
purposes of comparing different ground support systems under similar geotechnical conditions. The
advantage of this methodology is that the same model assumptions and limitations apply to all
comparative analyses, hence they do not become a source of inherent variability.
For illustration purposes, a hypothetical case study is presented, where two different ground support
systems are compared to determine the most effective system in terms of user selected criteria. The
two systems are:
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 Base case scenario consisting of the drive with no installed support (Figures 56, 57).
 Fully bonded rockbolts in a tight pattern (Figures 58, 59).
 Fully bonded rockbolts, wider spaced, with fibrecrete (Figures 60, 61).
The rock mass assumed consists of a moderately strong (UCS = 120 MPa), highly structured rock mass
in a high stress environment. Assumed model parameters are given in Table 19.

Figure 56 Volumetric strain criterion – no Figure 57 Displacement criterion – no support
support

Figure 58 Volumetric strain criterion – closely Figure 59 Displacement criterion – closely
spaced rockbolts, no surface support
spaced rockbolts, no surface support

Figure 60 Volumetric strain criterion – wider
spaced rockbolts plus fibrecrete
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Table 19

Model inputs

Rock mass strength properties (Hoek–Brown)
Peak

Residual

Uniaxial compressive strength

120MPa

Hoek‐Brown mb‐parameter

3

3

Hoek‐Brown s‐parameter

0.0067

0.0067

Hoek‐Brown a‐parameter

0.5

0.5

Rock mass elastic modulus

32 GPa

32 GPa

Joint properties (Barton–Bandis)
Joint compressive strength (JCS)

120 MPa

Joint roughness coefficient (JRC)

3

Residual friction angle

30°

In situ Stress properties
Major principal stress

45 MPa

Angle from horizontal

‐35°

Minor principal stress

25 MPa

Out‐of‐plane stress

35 MPa

Rockbolt properties
Hole diameter

35 mm

Length

2.4m

Out‐of‐plane spacing

1.5 m

Bolt diameter

23.5 mm

Modulus

200 GPa

Tensile capacity

n/a (elastic)

Grout shear stiffness

100 MN/m/m

Grout strength

n/a (elastic)

Liner properties
Uniaxial compressive strength

32 MPa

Elastic modulus

30 GPa

Thickness

0.05 m
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The effectiveness of the two support systems compared is evaluated in terms of rockbolt load and
excavation deformation. In Figures 62 to 63, the rockbolt load profiles are shown as filled bars plotted
to the same scale. The thinner blue bars in Figure 63 indicates that the fibrecrete + bolts option results
in significantly lower rockbolt loads than the bolts only option. This due to the fibrecrete response
absorbing some of the excavation pressure.
Figure 64 shows the tunnel skin deformation profiles for the three options. This also shows that the
bolts and fibrecrete option is the most effective, reducing significantly the displacement around the
periphery of the drive.

Figure 62

Figure 63

Rockbolt loads (bolts only, no surface support); maximum load ~76 t

Rockbolt loads (bolts + fibrecrete option); maximum load ~42 t
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Figure 64

Tunnel displacement profiles indicating support system performance. Based on this
assessment criterion, the bolts + fibrecrete option is the most effective

5.4 Explicit modelling of ground support approach
In some instances, there may be a requirement to explicitly model the performance of a support
system, for example:
1. Where the performance of a specific rockbolt element or liner construction is required for the
purposes of design specifications.
2. Where the longevity of a support system is required to be determined, for rehabilitation
scheduling.
3. Where the ‘residual capacity’ of a support system is required as a bounding condition for limit
equilibrium analysis.
The types of reinforcement and surface support elements available to users are summarised in
Table 20.
Table 20

Reinforcement and liner elements available in commonly used software

Reinforcement
model

Software

Features

Limitations

End‐anchored

RocScience

Simulates a point anchor bolt
with a modulus and tensile limit.
The element may be
pre‐tensioned.

No shear resistance
capability.

Fully bonded

RocScience

Simulates a fully encapsulated
bolt by subdividing into elements
where the bolt crosses the finite
element mesh.

Elements act independently
of each other and influence
each other indirectly
through their effect on the
rock mass.
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Plain‐strand cable

RocScience

In contrast to the fully bonded
model above, the entire cable
bolt behaves as a single element,
i.e. adjacent segments of the bolt
directly influence each other.

Split Set/Swellex

RocScience

This bolt formulation takes into
consideration the shear forces
mobilised by relative movement
between the bolt and the
surrounding rock mass.

Failure of the grout/cable
interface is assumed to be
perfectly plastic.

The bond shear and tensile
strength (peak and residual) and
stiffness are specified.
Tieback

RocScience

Same formulation as Split Set
(above) but with the allowance
for an unbonded length to
simulate partially encapsulated
bolts.

Cable

Itasca

Simulates a fully encapsulated
(with pre‐tension if required) bolt
by providing shear resistance
along the cable element.

No resistance to shear or
bending forces normal to
the axis of the bolt.
Yield is perfectly plastic.

The bolt strength (tensile and
compressive) and bond shear
strength are specified.
Bolt and grout stiffness are also
required.
Rockbolt

Itasca

As above, without the limitation
of no shear resistance normal to
the bolt axis.

Surface support
model

Software

Features

Standard beam

RocScience

Simulates axial and transverse
shear loading and bending. Plastic
yield capable.

Limitations

The elastic properties of the liner
material (e.g. shotcrete) are
specified.
The compressive and tensile
strength (peak and residual) are
also required for plastic analysis.
Liner

Itasca

Provides structural shell
behaviour and also resists sliding
on the liner/rock interface by
means of a frictional strength.
Also resists normal compressive
and tensile forces across the
interface.
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5.4.1

Design specification

For the purposes of ground support design, it is often a requirement that the type (and capacity) of
rockbolt be specified, based on the anticipated geotechnical conditions. This may be achieved by
modelling the rockbolt elements as elastic and querying the loads developed, as illustrated in
Figure 65. By comparing the modelled load with the manufacturer’s specification, an indication of
whether or not the particular rockbolt is suitable for the application, can be gained. In the example
shown in Figure 65, the maximum rockbolt load in the pattern is 27 tonnes for a high‐tensile bar, 80%
encapsulated, which exceeds the manufacturer’s load specification of 23 tonnes. An alternative
system (mild steel bar, 20% encapsulation) results in acceptable bolt loads (Figure 66).

Figure 65

Elastic loads in rockbolts (high‐tensile steel, 80% bonded) subjected to overstressed
ground conditions, contours indicate the extent of the yielded zone (plastic volumetric
strain). The maximum indicated load in the simulated pattern is 27 tonnes

Figure 66

Elastic loads in rockbolts (mild steel, 20% bonded) subjected to overstressed ground
conditions. Contours indicate the extent of the yielded zone (plastic volumetric strain).
The maximum indicated load in the simulated pattern is 10.3 tonnes
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5.4.2

Rehabilitation scheduling

Mines which experience significant squeezing ground (Potvin and Hadjigeorgiou 2008, Struthers et al.
2000) may find that restricting tunnel deformation is not practicable. In these instances, a more
‘ductile’ support system is often applied, with one or more phases of rehabilitation built in to the
production schedule to allow damaged and broken support elements to be replaced.
In these scenarios, it is a planning requirement to determine the timing, in relation to the extraction
sequence, when rehabilitation is likely to be necessary. As an example, the simple stress change
sequence shown in Figures 67a, 67b and 67c, illustrates the changes in a support system subjected to
an increase, then a decrease in stress condition. The source of the stress change could be local or
regional changes in the mine geometry, resulting, for example, from nearby stoping. The magnitude
and orientation of the stress change is best simulated in a 3D model and the results applied to the 2D
section (Crowder and Bawden 2005).
In the stage represented in Figure 67b, the high displacement evident in the fibrecrete liner would
indicate that some rehabilitation of the crown/shoulder areas might be required (re‐spray, meshing),
but the bolts would still be performing their design function. In the destressed situation represented
in Figure 67c, the sidewalls would be showing signs of distress and rehabilitation of the fibrecrete and
bolts may be required.

Figure 67a Support system
consisting of grouted rockbolts
and fibrecrete in a brittle rock,
overstressed environment

Figure 67b Support system
performance subject to a 20%
increase in field stress. Maximum
rockbolt load = 0.7 tonne
Maximum Liner displacement =
30 mm

5.4.3

Figure 67c Support system
performance subject to a
subsequent 10% decrease in field
stress. Maximum rockbolt load =
2 tonne
Maximum Liner displacement =
30 mm

Residual capacity

Ground support systems which experience loading due to stress changes and rock mass deformation
will deform and thus part of their total design capacity will be ‘consumed’ by this deformation leaving
a ‘residual’ capacity available for suspension and/or reinforcement of the instability zone. This concept
is illustrated by the following example (Figure 68) in which an elastic bolt pattern is loaded by a stress
induced zone of instability. Individual rockbolt loads are indicated in Figure 68. In Figure 69 the residual
capacity (assuming a 26 t bolt capacity) is plotted together with the volume and mass of the potential
instability zones (assuming 1.5 m row spacing). In this example, the right‐hand shoulder bolts have all
exceeded the 26 tonne capacity and thus no residual support can be provided (these bolts will have
failed and are thus ineffective). The sidewall bolts have sufficient residual capacity to contain the
potential yield zones; however, bolts in the backs do not. Faced with this information, the designer
would need to re‐assess the ground support design to include more ductility (yield) by debonding or
point anchoring.
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Figure 68

Rockbolt loads determined by RS2 (Rocscience 2016) analysis for overstressed rock
mass conditions. The extent of the predicted instability zones is also indicated

Figure 69

Residual rockbolt capacity and size (mass) of potential instability
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5.5 Inputs and sensitivity
A numerical model is simply a system of mathematical calculations, hence the results are dependent
entirely on the input parameters and the calculation method (Wiles 2006, 2007). The model inputs
include geometry, geology, pre‐mining stress, model type, material properties and numerical accuracy
and are encapsulated in Figure 70.
Model geometry controls how the stresses are redistributed in the model and the more accurate the
approximation to the true geometry, the more accurate will be the model results. As a guide, the
model should be as accurate as the software and hardware can accommodate and solve in a
practicable timeframe. The impact of geometric assumptions on ground support behaviour is
discussed in Section 5.5.4.
The geological characteristics of the rock mass may impact on the stresses in the model, with stiffer
lithological units tending to concentrate stress and softer units dissipating stress. Again, significant
differences in rock mass stiffness need to be captured in the model to a degree of accuracy permitted
by the hardware and software constraints.
The pre‐mining stress state is a fundamentally important input, as the numerical model simply re‐
adjusts the stress state to reflect the geometry and geology. Knowledge of the stress state, or at least
its likely range, is important if reasonable predictions of ground support response are desired.
The large number of input variables required for plasticity modelling of ground support will necessitate
a large number of verification runs for calibration and this level of design would not be appropriate at
the early stages of a project where data is limited (Wiles 2007). In an operational phase, where good
laboratory and observational data exists, explicit modelling of ground support response, as discussed
in Chapter 5.4, may be a valid engineering approach.

Figure 70

Numerical model inputs and methodology (after Wiles, 2007)
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5.5.1

Rock mass strength and deformability

Explicit numerical analysis for support design requires an estimate of rock mass strength and
deformability and the methods for their estimation are well documented.
The rock mass strength has been defined as a proportion of the intact rock strength (Hoek and Brown
1980). The proportion is usually determined by down‐rating the intact strength by factors relating to
the presence of geological discontinuities. One of the most widely used and accepted methodologies
is the generalised Hoek‐Brown strength criterion (Hoek and Marinos 2007).
Similarly, methods for estimating the rock mass deformability (rock mass modulus) have been
developed based on empirical estimations from rock mass classification systems, for example the
generalised Hoek and Diederichs equation (Hoek and Diederichs 2006).
The selection of appropriate strength and deformation parameters for analysis can have a significant
bearing on the outcome, in terms of rockbolt and/or liner load. This was investigated by sensitivity
analysis (Sweby et al. 2014) and results indicated that a variability of +/‐ 5‐8% can be expected due to
natural ranges of strength and deformability.
In order to perform inelastic analysis, a constitutive model which best describes the pre‐and post‐
failure deformation behaviour of the rock mass is required. There are numerous such constitutive
models available in the software commonly in use, for example:
 Mohr–Coulomb (MC) – for homogenous rock mass strength.
 Hoek–Brown (HB) – for homogeneous rock mass strength.
 Ubiquitous joint (Itasca) – for anisotropic rock mass strength.
 Jointed material (RocScience) – for anisotropic rock mass strength.
These constitutive models and required parameters are described in the respective software manuals
and summarised in Table 21 (Itasca Consulting Group 2012), (Rocscience 2016).
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Table 21

Material input parameters required for various constitutive models available in
commonly used software

Parameter

Constitutive model
Mohr–Coulomb
(– with
strain softening).

Hoek–Brown
(– with
strain softening).

Ubiquitous
Joint
(Itasca).

Jointed Material
(RocScience).
Note: user can
choose between
MC or HB host
rock behaviour.

Young’s Modulus









Poisson’s ratio









Cohesion





Residual Cohesion





Intact rock


Friction Angle



Residual Friction Angle




Tensile Strength



Residual Tensile
Strength









Dilation angle

















Uniaxial Compressive
Strength



mb (peak)



mb (residual)



s (peak)



s (residual)



Joints
Joint Cohesion







Joint Friction Angle







Joint Tension







Joint Dilation Angle
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In brittle rock masses subjected to overstressing, however, criteria such as the above may not fully
capture the spalling and bulking of failed rock around the excavation periphery. The strength envelope
applicable to such conditions may resemble Figure 71 (Kaiser et al. 2000). A methodology for
specifying Hoek‐Brown parameters for damage initiation is described in (Diederichs 2007).

Figure 71

5.5.2

Schematic composite strength envelope illustrating zones of behaviour and
corresponding strength (Kaiser et al. 2000)

Discontinuity strength and deformability

If the user wishes to explicitly model a jointed rock mass in order to more accurately simulate
discontinuous displacement of and/or loading of rockbolt and liner support systems, it becomes a
requirement to estimate the joint strength and deformability. Joint strength has been studied in some
detail, with laboratory and field scale testing and empirical studies and several references can be
found in the literature, including (Barton and Choubey 1977) and (Bandis et al. 1983). For general
applications, the Mohr–Coulomb or Barton–Bandis (Barton and Bandis 1991) constitutive models
provided in most distinct‐element or finite‐element codes will suffice. Care should be applied in the
selection of shear strength parameters based on small‐scale laboratory tests and as a general rule
these should be regarded as upper‐bound values.
Joint stiffness (shear and normal) is more difficult to determine, both in the laboratory and the field.
However, these are important parameters for numerical models that explicitly simulate joints and
jointed rock masses, due to their contribution to 'rock mass' deformability.
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Discussion of the normal stiffness of defects is given in (Goodman 1976), Bandis et al. (1983) and
(Priest 1993). Typical values quoted in the literature range as follows (Kulhawy 1975); (Rosso 1976):
Soft Infill

‐

< 10 GPa/m

Moderately strong joint walls

‐

10 – 50 GPa/m

Strong joint walls

‐

50 – 200 GPa/m

In the absence of reliable laboratory or field data, the user should follow the guidelines recommended
by the software providers, for example: for the joint elements in RS2 (Rocscience 2016), the normal
and shear stiffness of a joint can be estimated as follows:
Normal stiffness

10 times the minimum modulus of the two materials either side of the joint.

Shear stiffness

minimum modulus of the two materials either side of the joint.

The guideline recommended by Itasca (Itasca Consulting Group 2012) is that the normal and shear
stiffness be set to 10 times the equivalent stiffness of the stiffest adjacent zone, calculated as follows:

∆

4
3

where:
K and G ‐
∆Zmin

‐

Figure 72

the bulk shear and moduli, respectively.
the smallest width of an adjoining zone in the normal direction (see Figure 72).

Diagram illustrating the variable ∆Zmin

Whichever guideline is applied, it is recommended that the sensitivity of the desired outcome to the
selected stiffness values be investigated and adjustments made if required. For example, Sweby et al.
(2014) determined that the rockbolt load profile is affected significantly by the choice of joint shear
stiffness for an arched tunnel supported by grouted rockbolts in a jointed rock mass.

5.5.3

Ground support strength and deformability

Rockbolt and liner elements are available in most commercially available modelling software, with
varying degrees of complexity and thus input parameter requirements. Specific rockbolt and liner
constitutive models are described in the respective software manuals.
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Rockbolt elements may be considered as ‘springs’ which are coupled to the modelled ‘rock mass’ by
assigning a bond stiffness and shear strength (for friction rock stabilisers and fully grouted
reinforcement).
The mechanical properties of the rockbolts can be obtained from the manufacturer’s specifications
(example Table 22).
Table 22 Example of the mechanical properties of a rockbolt from a supplier’s specification
Physical properties

Minimum

Typical

Mass per metre

3.85 kg

Yield strength

500 MPa/245
kN

550 MPa/260 kN Bar diameter

25 mm

Tensile strength

600 MPa/270
kN

650 MPa/305 kN Major bar diameter

27.9 mm max.

Calculated shear
strength

173 kN

200 kN

Cross‐sectional area

491 mm2

Elongation (after
fracture)

16%

19%

Rolled thread

–

Grout shear stiffness would ideally be derived directly from pull‐test data, but in their absence an
estimate can be made based on the following (Itasca Consulting Group 2012):

≃

2
10 ln 1

2 /

where:
G

= grout shear modulus.

t

= grout annulus thickness.

D

= reinforcement diameter.

Grout strength is usually specified in terms of cohesive and frictional components and would ideally
be derived from pull‐tests at different confining loads. In the absence of such tests, the approach
suggested by (St John and Van Dillen 1983) may be used. In this approach the UCS of the weaker of
the grout and the surrounding rock is used to make an estimate of the grout shear strength as follows:

where:

l

= ½ the UCS of the weaker of the grout and the rock.

Qb

= bond quality factor (1.0 = perfect bonding).

The grout cohesion (neglecting friction), becomes:

2
where:
t

= grout annulus thickness.

D

= reinforcement diameter.

Shotcrete, fibrecrete and weldmesh commonly used in underground mining practice can be simulated
by means of ‘liner’ elements, commonly available in commercial packages. Liner elements are
connected to the mesh representing the tunnel perimeter by means of connecting shear and normal
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‘springs’, which can also be assigned a shear and tensile strength to simulate delamination. A ‘rule‐of‐
thumb’ is that the shear and normal stiffness of the liner interface be set to ten times the apparent
stiffness of the stiffest adjacent zone, calculated as follows (Itasca Consulting Group 2012):

4
3

∆
where:

K and G = the bulk and shear modulus, respectively.
∆Zmin

= the smallest dimension of an adjoining zone in the normal direction.

Strength gain of site beam tested shotcrete (with fibres) is given in Table 23 together with the elastic
modulus calculated using the following Australian standard for concrete (Standards Australia 2009)
formula given in Clause 3.1.2.
Table 23

Summary of shotcrete strength gain with time

Time

Strength (MPa)

Elastic modulus (MPa)

7 hours

6

12,000

1 day

10

15,000

3 days

21

22,000

7 days

33

27,000

21 days

40

32,000
0.043

.

(1)

where:
= modulus of elasticity in MPa.

5.5.4

ρ

= density of the concrete in kg/m3.

fc

= compressive strength of concrete in MPa.

Sources of inherent variability

In addition to the natural variability in input parameters described previously, the user should be
aware of the variability which is introduced due to geometrical assumptions relating to the size and
shape of the excavation and joint networks (if used). These differences are demonstrated by means
of two examples using the two‐dimensional finite element code RS2 (Rocscience 2016).
5.5.4.1 Actual versus design excavation geometry
In this example, a comparative analysis is used to demonstrate the variability in outcomes due to the
actual (i.e. ‘as‐mined’) excavation shape versus the design shape (i.e. the ‘intended’ shape).
The simple example chosen consists of a 5.5 × 5.3 m arched development profile in a brittle rock mass
subject to overstressing conditions. The ‘design’ versus ‘mined’ profiles are shown in Figure 73. Model
inputs are given in Table 24. For comparison purposes, the liner was modelled using finite elements,
rather than by the built‐in liner element formulation.
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Design 5.5 × 5.3 m Profile, 100 mm fibrecrete

As‐mined Profile and shotcrete application

Figure 73

Design (5.5 mW × 5.3 mH) vs mined (6.3 mW × 6.1 mH) development profile and
shotcrete thickness

Table 24

Model inputs

Rock mass strength properties
Peak

Residual

Uniaxial compressive strength

120 MPa

Hoek‐Brown m‐parameter

1

6

Hoek‐Brown s‐parameter

0.033

0.0001

Hoek‐Brown a‐parameter

0.25

0.75

Rock mass elastic modulus

80 GPa

25 GPa

In situ stress properties
Major principal stress

55 MPa

Minor principal stress

30 MPa

Out‐of‐plane stress

50 MPa

Rockbolt properties
Hole diameter

35 mm

Bolt diameter

23.5 mm

Modulus

200 GPa

Tensile capacity

0.26 MN

Grout shear stiffness

10 MN/m/m

Grout strength

1.5 MN/m

Liner properties
Uniaxial compressive strength

30 MPa

Elastic modulus

20 GPa
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As a basis for comparison, the size of the yield zone is shown in Figure 74. It can be seen that in the
case of the as‐built tunnel profile, this yield zone is appreciably larger than for the design profile.
Comparing rockbolt loading, the design profile (left‐hand sidewall) indicates higher maximum loading
than the as‐built, with the distribution of bolt loading not appearing to match very well between the
two profiles (Figure 75). Selecting the left‐hand sidewall lower bolt for individual comparison, the
profiles in Figure 76 show the increased load for the design profile. A comparison between liner stress
(differential stress: maximum – minimum stress) also indicates that the ground support response is
quite different between actual and design profile Figure 77.
Thus, if the intention is to design ground support using an ‘instability zone’ or ‘explicit modelling’
approach, the user needs to be aware that significant differences in modelled yield zone and ground
support performance can arise simply by assuming an ‘ideal’ tunnel profile for design.
Design profile – yielded zone

Figure 74

Yielded zone indicated by plastic volumetric strain contours – more extensive in the as‐
mined case

Design profile – Rockbolt loads

Figure 75

As‐mined profile – yielded zone

As‐mined profile – rockbolt loads

Rockbolt loads represented as filled bar chart plotted along bolt axes. Significant
differences in the load distribution are evident
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Actual profile –sidewall bolt

0.020

0.020

0.018

0.018

0.016

0.016

0.014

0.014
Axial Force [MN]

Axial Force [MN]

Design profile –sidewall bolt

0.012
0.010
0.008

0.012
0.010
0.008

0.006

0.006

0.004

0.004

0.002

0.002

0.000
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

0.000
0.0

2.2

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Distance [m]

Figure 76

13

12

12

11

11

10

10
Differential Stress [MPa]

Differential Stress [MPa]

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.2

Actual profile – Liner stress

13

9
8
7
6
5
4

9
8
7
6
5
4

3

3

2

2

1

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Distance [m]

Figure 77

1.2

Sidewall bolt load comparison, indicating that the maximum loaded bolt in the pattern
is significantly higher in the case of the design profile

Design profile – liner stress

0
0

1.0

Distance [m]

10

11

12

13

14

15

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Distance [m]

Shotcrete liner stress (Sig1 minus Sig3), indicating a significant difference between the
design and actual profiles

5.5.4.2 Joint Network Geometry
When analysing ground support using numerical modelling tools that allow explicit modelling of
discontinuous rock masses (e.g. RS2, UDEC, 3DEC), the user should be aware that different
discontinuity realisations of the same rock mass, will produce different results. This can introduce a
significant element of uncertainty into the design and numerous realisations of the rock mass may
need to be analysed in order to bracket the solution.
This effect is illustrated by the following example, in which two unique realisations of identical
statistical joint parameters are generated (joint network statistics given in Table 25).
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Table 25

Joint network parameter statistics
Mean

Standard deviation

Distribution

Set 1

Set 2

Set 1

Set 2

Set 1

Set 2

Dip

75°

15°

–

–

–

–

Spacing

0.4 m

0.7 m

0.2 m

0.2 m

Lognormal

Normal

Length

Continuous

1m

–

0.1 m

–

Normal

Persistence

–

0.7

–

0.1

–

Lognormal

In Figure 78 a comparison between the total displacements in the rock mass surrounding the
excavation, for the two realisations, is given. The right image clearly illustrates significantly higher
deformation around the crown of the drive and this is reflected in the rockbolt loads shown in
Figure 79.
The maximum liner loads, as shown in Figure 80 are similar; however, the distribution of load around
the excavation perimeter is markedly different between the two examples, with the left image
showing axial loads in the sidewalls, which are virtually absent in the right image.

Figure 78

Difference in displacement contours (same colour scale) between two realisations of
identical statistical inputs to a joint network

Figure 79

Significant difference in rockbolt load distribution (qualitative) resulting from two
realisations of identical statistical inputs for a joint network
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Figure 80

Shotcrete liner axial load distribution (proportional to length of red bars) varies
significantly between the two statistical joint network realisations

5.5.4.3 Mesh dependence
Significant variability can arise depending on the mesh/element/zone size selected for analysis. It has
been proposed that the ratio of element size to excavation diameter should not exceed 0.06 (Vakili et
al. 2012).
This effect is illustrated by a simple example in which an RS2 model mesh element size is varied
between 0.2 m and 0.5 m, with all other parameters kept constant. Significant differences in the
maximum rockbolt load are evident (Figures 81, 82 and 83). The relationship between mesh size and
selected rockbolt loads are shown in Figure 84.

Figure 81 Rockbolt load profiles and Figure 82 Rockbolt load profiles and
displacement contours for a fine (0.2 m) mesh displacement contours for an intermediate
(0.3 m) mesh
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Figure 83 Rockbolt load profiles and
displacement contours for a coarse (0.5 m)
mesh
Figure 84 Variation in maximum rockbolt load
with mesh size, for 3 selected bolts in the
pattern
In another example, a tetrahedral finite‐difference mesh is compared with an equivalent sized octree
mesh in Flac3d (Figures 85 and 86). When comparing results for maximum principal stress and
displacement (Figures 87 to 90), the results look comparable. However, when using sidewall closure
as the basis for comparison, it is seen in Figure 91 that the tetrahedral mesh analysis predicts closures
ranging 40–80% higher than the octree mesh. This difference is considered significant enough to
impact materially on support and reinforcement loads.

Figure 85 Octree mesh with regular sized Figure 86 Graded tetrahedral mesh with similar
element size close to the excavation
elements close to the excavation
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Figure 87 Maximum principal stress contours – Figure 88 Maximum principal stress contours –
octree mesh
tetrahedral mesh

Figure 89 Displacement contours – octree mesh Figure 90 Displacement contours – tetrahedral
mesh

Figure 91

Difference in sidewall closure profiles between the two mesh types (red = tetrahedral
mesh, blue = octree mesh)
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5.6 A case study of explicit modelling of ground support: George Fisher
Mine
5.6.1

Introduction

This case study explores whether it is possible to optimise ground support systems by means of explicit
numerical modelling. In order to achieve this, an instrumentation project was designed and
implemented at the George Fisher Mine, located approximately 22 km north of Mount Isa,
Queensland. A locality map is given in Figure 92.

Figure 92

Map of Australia showing the locality of the George Fisher Mine in NW Queensland

The requirements for the instrumentation sites were as follows:


Simple geology and geometry preferable (to minimise variables in the modelling process).



Potential for rock mass deformation (high stress / low strength environment).



Mine‐by of nearby stopes to induce load / relaxation cycles.

The monitoring methods used were selected with the goal of providing parameters easily measurable
in the field as well as in a numerical model, as follows:


Closure measurement (Tape Extensometer) – tried and tested method of sidewall
deformation measurement intended as a backup check of other deformation measurement
techniques (photogrammetry and laser). Results are directly comparable with numerical
modelling deformation predictions.



Closure measurement (photogrammetry) – modern technique for creating a 3D
georeferenced model of the excavation skin, using a mosaic of overlapping high‐resolution
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photographs. Successive scans can be compared with each other to gain a 3D profile of the
excavation deformation for comparison with numerical model predictions.


Shotcrete liner strain – vibrating wire strain gauges embedded in the liner directly measuring
the circumferential strain within the liner shell.



Cable bolt load – SMART cables (Hyett et al. 1997) installed in a fan around the excavation
perimeter, to directly measure strains in the cable element and indirectly indicate the extent
of the rock mass yield zone.

Based on the instrumentation and geotechnical site data acquired, a numerical model was built to
encapsulate the mining excavations and sequence, the installed support and the prevailing
geotechnical conditions. The criteria for the numerical modelling component were as follows:


To simulate, as close as practical, the mining geometry of the trial sites. The trial sites are both
located in a footwall drive on the 17 level, as shown in Figure 94. From this it can be seen that
the geometry at both sites is complex and cannot be approximated by a two‐dimensional
(plane strain) approach. Thus, to satisfy this objective, a three dimensional numerical code
was required.



To incorporate the influence of development and stoping voids outside of the trial sites as
accurately as practical. In order to capture the stress redistribution due to stoping, a modelling
application capable of incorporating the regional stoping effects, without compromising
computing efficiency, was required.



To use a material behaviour model appropriate to the prevailing rock mass conditions. The
characteristics of the rock mass in which the instrumentation sites are located are best
demonstrated in Figure 93. The rock mass is a closely interbedded sequence of brittle,
moderately strong phyllites and sandstones.



To incorporate sequential excavation and support for the trial sites. To accurately simulate
the loading path and deformation history of the rock mass at each of the sites, it was a
requirement of the model that the sites be excavated (and supported) in a sequence that
closely matched reality.



To accurately model the installed SMART cable instrumentation. Software requirements
necessitated the inclusion of a support element capable of accurately simulating the
deformation and load characteristics of the installed SMART instruments.



To incorporate liner elements for correlation with strain measurements. As above, a liner
element capable of capturing the key component measured; that is, circumferential strain.



To accurately track excavation deformation for correlation with extensometer measurements.
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Figure 93

5.6.2

Closely spaced bedding and cross jointing evident in this pillar exposure (rockbolt head
highlighted for scale) (photograph provided by George Fisher Mine)

Mining environment

Two sites were made available by George Fisher Mine for the installations, both on the 17 level
approximately 1060 m below surface. In Figure 94, the mine layout is conceptually shown, with the
instrumentation sites circled blue in the inset.
At the time of the installation, both sites were both located beyond the extents of the stoped out area,
in the stress abutment zone (see Figure 94). The mining schedule at the time of installation dictated
that the mining front would progress beyond both sites during the project timeframe. It was
considered that this sequence would provide the typical loading and unloading cycle imposed on
ground support in a production environment.
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Figure 94

Location of the instrumentation sites (ringed blue in the inset) on the 17 Level at George
Fisher Mine (viewed from the footwall). Development (green) and stoping (yellow) are
as at the commencement of the installations in late 2014 and early 2015. The upper
stopes of the mine are also shown (blue)

The development layout and profile for each site are shown in Figure 95. Existing rockbolt support
consisted of 2.1 m resin encapsulated thread bar on an approximately 1.0 m × 1.0 m pattern. Surface
support consisted of weldmesh (and partial fibrecrete at north site). Figures 96 and 97 show the level
of existing ground support at the trial sites prior to commencement.
Transverse open stopes of varying dimensions were to be extracted in a primary/secondary sequence
using paste fill for primary stope support. Level spacing is 30 m, stope width (along strike) is 15 m and
length (transverse) varies up to approximately 40 m, depending on orebody dimension. Stopes are
sequenced in a chevron pattern to ensure no pillar remnants are formed during the extraction process.
The conceptual stoping sequence is as shown in Figure 98.
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North Site – plan view

South Site – plan view

Sectional view

Sectional view

Figure 95

Development layout and drive profiles for the north and south instrumentation sites
(existing rockbolts indicated in red)
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Figure 96

Level of ground support at the north site prior to instrument installation (resin
encapsulated rockbolts, weldmesh and partially fibrecreted)

Figure 97

Level of ground support at the south site prior to instrument installation (resin
encapsulated rockbolts and weldmesh)
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Figure 98

5.6.3

Conceptual chevron stoping sequence at the commencement of the instrumentation
project (diagram provided by George Fisher Mine)

Geotechnical environment

Both instrumentation sites are located in the footwall of the orebody, in a closely bedded shale and
siltstone unit known as the Urquhart Formation (Figure 93). The orientation of the bedding at the
instrumentation sites was determined by field mapping (compass) and photogrammetry (Adam
Technology 2016) and values for dip and azimuth of 55° and 285° respectively were applied
(Figure 99).
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Figure 99

Stereonet depicting mapping data at the instrumentation sites, with the dominant
defect orientation (bedding) as indicated

Intact rock strength tests have been carried out by George Fisher Mine and the data represented in
Figure 100. The spread of data is considerable as would be anticipated in this rock mass, given the
degree of anisotropy. However, two possible populations can be discerned; a weaker set ranging from
50‐100 MPa and a stronger set at approximately 200 MPa. No photos of the post‐test samples were
available; however, it is possible that the weaker set could have been influenced by anisotropy and
thus is not a true reflection of the intact rock strength. Based on this dataset, an anisotropy factor of
3.0 is estimated (Vakili et al. 2014).
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Figure 100 Frequency distribution of 74 uniaxial compressive strength tests, showing a wide range
in strength values
The in‐situ stress field has been determined by hollow inclusion (HI) cell techniques and is given in
Table 26.
Table 26 In situ stress field on 17 Level
Principal stress component

Magnitude (MPa)

Orientation (dip/azimuth)

Maximum

46.2

24°/062°

Intermediate

38.5

04°/153°

Minor

27.5

66°/256°

5.6.4

Instrumentation

The monitoring methods used are discussed as follows:
Tape extensometer for sidewall closure (Figure 101). Closure pins were set up at the locations shown
in Figure 102, approximately 1.5 m from the drive floor to facilitate ease of measurement. This method
of closure measurement was chosen for its simplicity, reliability and accuracy. The frequency of
measurement varied throughout the monitoring period, but averaged once per month.
Photogrammetry for tunnel skin deformation. The ADAM Technology (2016) system was selected as
the method used for underground scans and image processing. The field setup is as shown in
Figure 103. Scans were taken each time a significant event occurred in the stoping sequence or a jump
was noted in the sidewall closure readings.
SMART cables for support load and rock mass deformation were supplied by Mine Design
Technologies – Australia (Hyett et al. 1997). Five 8 m cables were installed in a fan at each site, as
illustrated in Figure 104. The cables were installed with the readout head at the toe of the hole to
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prevent damage and with the anchor nodes positioned as indicated in Figures 113 to 116. Initially,
readings were carried out manually on a weekly basis, but ultimately they were connected into the
mine’s existing Newtrax Recording System, allowing automated readings to be taken at a specified
frequency.
Vibrating wire strain gauges for fibrecrete liner deformation. These instruments consist of a central
vibrating wire element attached to segments of rebar as shown in the installation in Figure 105. The
instruments were attached to the existing weldmesh then shotcreted in place. Four instruments were
installed at each site as also indicated in Figure 104.

Figure 101 Tape extensometer used for sidewall closure measurement (photograph provided by
Mining Innovation Rehabilitation and Applied Research Corporation)
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Figure 102 Locations of closure pins on sidewall
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Figure 103 Photogrammetry field setup, consisting of tripod mounted digital camera and
floodlighting

Figure 104 Fan arrangement of SMART cable instrumentation. Approximate positions of the
shotcrete strain gauges are also shown in red
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Figure 105 Vibrating wire shotcrete straingauge attached to weldmesh and ready for shotcreting.
The vibrating wire element (blue) is oriented such that circumferential strains in the
liner are measured, perpendicular to the tunnel axis

5.6.5

Numerical modelling using FLAC3d

To address all of the modelling objectives highlighted above, the inelastic finite difference code
FLAC3d (Itasca Consulting Group 2012) was chosen as the most appropriate commercially available
numerical modelling tool.
Stope and development shapes were used to generate detailed meshes from photogrammetry survey
data in the region of the two instrumentation sites, using the 3d modelling software Rhinoceros®
(Robert McNeel and Associates 2016) and the Itasca software KUBRIX‐Geo (Itasca Consulting Group
2015). The mesh detail is shown in Figure 106, for the north site.
Excavations outside the trial sites were modelled using the Octree meshing logic in Flac3d, which
densifies the rock mass surrounding excavations into a graded mesh approximating the excavation
shape. An example is shown in Figure 107.
The entire model, including all the excavations to be modelled, is shown in Figure 108, with
approximate dimensions for scale.
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Figure 106 Flac3D Mesh detail for the north instrumentation site (shown circled in red on left
image)

Figure 107 Octree meshing detail for stopes and development remote from the trial sites. On the
left is shown a 3D solid representation of a stope (grey) with the mesh subdivision in
red
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Figure 108 Flac3d model showing all excavations to be modelled (blue – development, green –
stopes, cyan – upper stopes). Approximate model dimensions (length and depth) are
shown for scale
5.6.5.1 Model inputs
Based on the laminated nature of the rock mass (Figure 103), the constitutive model initially selected
for simulating material behaviour was the Ubiquitous Joint (UJ) model. This model accounts for the
presence of weakness planes within a Mohr‐Coulomb material model (Itasca Consulting Group 2012).
The criterion for slip on the plane of given orientation consists of a composite Mohr‐Coulomb
envelope with tension cut‐off. In this model, general failure of the ‘matrix’ is detected and plastic
corrections applied. The resulting stresses are then analysed for slip on the weakness plane, a plastic
flow rule applied and updated accordingly.
The UJ model was applied to the region surrounding the instrumentation sites, to a distance of
approximately 20 m away from the excavation centreline. Joint and rock properties assigned to the UJ
model are listed in Table 27 (based on laboratory testing but varied in order to match the
instrumentation data). Elastic model properties were assigned to the remainder of the model, with
properties as given in Table 27.
The Improved Unified Constitutive Model (IUCM) (Vakili 2016) was trialled as a means to assign
reliable rock mass inputs to the UJ constitutive model. The IUCM has been developed to capture the
complexities of a wide range of geotechnical applications, while maintaining simplicity in application
for geotechnical practitioners. The approach uses a Mohr‐Coulomb fit to the Hoek‐Brown criterion for
the peak strength determination, while the post‐peak failure envelope is based on the properties of a
completely crushed rock mass (friction angle between 35° and 55°). The transition between peak and
residual strength, modulus softening, anisotropy and dilatancy are described in Vakili (2016).
The key rock mass inputs are listed in Table 27.
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Table 27

Material properties assigned to the Flac3D model

Property

Value

Young’s modulus

9.3 GPa

Poisson’s ratio
Density
Cohesion intact rock)
Friction angle (intact rock)
Dilation angle (intact rock)
Tensile strength (intact rock)

0.27
2700 kg/m3
9.5 MPa
19°
12°
0.3 MPa

Cohesion (weakness planes)
Friction angle (weakness planes)
Dilation angle (weakness planes)
Tensile strength (weakness planes)

4 MPa
9°
3°
23 kPa

In situ stress inputs were obtained from hollow inclusion (HI cell) stress measurements from the 17
level at George Fisher Mine and are as given in Table 28.
Table 28

In situ stress inputs

Principal stress component

Value

Dip

Azimuth

Major

45 MPa

24°

62°

Intermediate

38 MPa

5°

154°

Minor

27 MPa

65°

256°

Resin anchored rockbolt and SMART cable reinforcement was modelled using the CABLE element in
Flac3d, with properties as given in Table 29. Manufacturer’s specifications for reinforcement capacity
and stiffness have been applied. Published values for grout properties have been applied.
Table 29

Reinforcement element properties

Property

Value

Modulus (cable)
Modulus (rockbolt)

195 GPa
205 GPa

Grout stiffness

11 MPa/m

Grout cohesion (cable)

0.3 MPa

Grout cohesion (rockbolt)

0.3 MPa

Cross‐sectional area (cable)

1.43 e‐4 m2

Cross‐sectional area (rockbolt)

3 e‐4 m2

Borehole perimeter (cable)

0.2 m

Borehole perimeter (rockbolt)

0.115 m

Tensile strength (cable)

0.25 MN

Tensile strength (rockbolt)

0.21 MN
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Fibrecrete liner properties are given in Table 30. Published values and on‐site quality control data were
used to derive these properties. The thickness of the liner was determined by photogrammetry scans
before and after Fibrecrete application.
Table 30

Shotcrete liner properties

Property

Value

Elastic modulus
Poisson’s ratio

20 GPa
0.25

Cohesion

1 MPa

Friction angle

30°

Density

2 t/m3

Tensile strength

MPa

5.6.5.2 Key outputs and correlations with instrumentation data
Sidewall closure: correlations between modelled and actual sidewall closure are shown in Figures 107
and 103 for the north and south sites respectively. It can be seen that the modelled data from both
the north and south sites follow the measurement trends quite accurately.
Reinforcement load: modelled axial loads in the SMART cable elements are shown graphically in
Figures 111 and 112. The correlations between SMART cable data and model predictions are shown
in Figures 113 to 114, for the hanging wall and footwall sidewalls. SMART cable data for the remaining
cables in the array did not show appreciable loads and thus no credible correlations could be made
with model data. According to the model results, the hanging wall shoulder cables at both sites should
have both shown measurable load close to the collar; however, for the reasons mentioned in the
following paragraph, no load was measured in this zone.
Several features are noteworthy. Firstly, near the collar of the hole, the measured load from the
SMART cables drops significantly (except in one case), whereas the modelled results show high loading
at the collar. This is ascribed to imperfect grouting near the instrument collar due to the use of a
wadding plug to contain the grout (collar to toe grouting method used). This would have resulted in
the SMART instrument anchor/s closest to the collar being decoupled from the rock mass and thus
unable to develop load.
Secondly, in both the hanging wall sidewall cables (modelled data), there is a load peak some
1.5–2.5 m away from the sidewall. This load peak is also evident in the instrumentation data for the
north site, but not for the south site (refer Figures 113 and 115). The reason for this load peak is
ascribed to a localised, deeper seated band of shear strain which is evident in the model plot shown
in Figure 117.
Overall, some correlations between modelled and field data can be identified, but they are probably
not as good a match as would be required for rigorous design purposes at an operational level. When
considering peak load predictions vs actual, a variance of between 10% (good) and 40% (poor) was
achieved, which could be adequate depending on the level of the study (i.e. operational, feasibility,
pre‐feasibility or scoping).
Liner load: Shotcrete liner strain measurements are shown in Figures 118 and 119. It can be seen that
all instruments are showing increasing negative strain, which implies increasing liner stress
(i.e. compression of the liner skin). These strain measurements are plotted against predicted liner load
from Flac3d and the results shown in Figures 120 and 121. The results for the north site show a good
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positive correlation between liner stress and strain, whilst for the south site the correlation is negative.
The reasons behind this apparent contrast in behaviour are not clear.

Figure 109 Modelled vs measured sidewall closure for the north site. Solid lines represent the tape
extensometer and SMART cable closure data, coloured circles are the modelled results
for the equivalent time step. Black triangles represent the differential stress at each
time step

Figure 110 Modelled vs measured sidewall closure for the south site. Solid lines represent the tape
extensometer data, coloured circles are the modelled results for the equivalent time
step. Black triangles represent the differential stress at each time step
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Figure 111 Modelled reinforcement loads (north site, viewed from the SW)

Figure 112 Modelled reinforcement loads (south site, viewed from the SW)
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Figure 113 Correlation between modelled reinforcement load (solid lines) and measured load
(squares), north site, hangingwall sidewall cable

Figure 114 Correlation between modelled reinforcement load (solid lines) and measured load
(squares), north site, footwall sidewall cable
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Figure 115 Correlation between modelled reinforcement load (red line) and measured load (blue
diamonds), south site, hangingwall sidewall cable. Predicted peak load is 43% higher
than actual

Figure 116 Correlation between modelled reinforcement load (red line) and measured load (blue
diamonds), south site, footwall sidewall cable. Predicted peak load is 10% higher than
actual
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Figure 117 Load peak 2.5 m into the sidewall cable, north site, corresponding to localised band of
shear strain in the rock mass (highlighted)

Figure 118 Measured tangential strain in shotcrete liner, north site. All instruments are indicating
compressional strain (‐ve)
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Figure 119 Measured tangential strain in shotcrete liner, south site. All instruments are indicating
compressional strain (‐ve)

Figure 120 Correlation between measured strain and modelled stress in the shotcrete liner
(north site)
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Figure 121 Correlation between measured strain and modelled stress in the shotcrete liner
(south site)
5.6.5.3 Discussion
Closure measurement results in Figures 109 and 110, for the north and south sites respectively,
indicate a steady increase in closure over time; the north site at approximately 0.5 mm per month and
the south site at approximately 0.2 mm per month. Total closure for the north site averages around
7 mm and for the south site 2.5 mm. The linear increase in closure evident in Figures 109 and 110
could be indicative of a creep component of deformation.
Comparing the SMART cable displacements for the hanging wall and footwall cables with the closure
data gives mixed results. For the north site, the combined displacements at the cable collars compares
very well with the extensometer measurements (Figure 109). However, for the south site the
correlation is poor. The south site SMART cable installations were more challenging than the north
(Broadus Jeffcoat‐Sacco, pers. comm.), which could potentially have resulted in less reliable readings
from the south site instruments.
SMART cable load data is presented in Figures 113 to 116 for instruments which showed realistic
results (sidewall cables). The other installed instruments (shoulders, back) do not indicate realistic‐
looking data, due either to a) problems with installation, or b) undetectable rock mass movement. It
can be seen that the north site measured loads correlate reasonable well with the Flac3d modelled
loads, however the south site correlation is poor. Again, the poor correlation for the south site could
possibly be the result of the installation difficulties experienced.
The correlations between measured and modelled fibrecrete strain, while seemingly good in terms of
the correlation coefficient (Figures 120 and 121), are markedly contrasting between the north and
south sites. The reasons behind this are not clear; however, a positive correlation between liner stress
and strain would be more plausible (as per the north site, Figure 120). The slope of the best‐fit
regression line may be related to the ‘sprayed’ modulus of the fibrecrete (1.2 GPa).
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5.6.6

Numerical modelling using 3DEC

To explicitly simulate rock mass discontinuities and ground support, a 3D discontinuum approach is
required. The commercially available code, 3DEC, developed by Itasca Consulting Group 2013), was
used to simulate the discontinuous nature of the rock mass, the surface support, rock reinforcement
and the SMART cables used to monitor rock mass deformation at the north site {Bahrani, 2017 #64}.
In order to simplify the model such that it ran in a manageable timeframe, two assumptions were
made:




The upper stopes (Figure 94) have not been considered.
The geometry of the drives is simplified as shown in Figure 122.
The geometry of the stopes has also been simplified.

Figure 122 Comparison between: a) drift geometry at the north site obtained from
photogrammetry technique; and b) approximate drift geometry build in 3DEC (mp1 to
mp3 are the points used to monitor the deformation of the drift)
5.6.6.1 Model construction and sequencing
A 400 m × 400 m × 400 m 3DEC model (Figure 123a) was built to simulate a 90 m section of the main
drift and the stopes near the north site (Figure 123b). The discontinuous nature of the rock mass was
captured by modelling a 24 m × 24 m × 8 m sub‐block with discontinuities (Figure 124c), which was
embedded within a 35 m × 35 m × 45 m continuum block with ubiquitous joints (Figure 124a). The
surrounding rock mass was assigned elastic properties as no rock mass failure was anticipated in this
area. Figures 124c and 124d show details of the three joint sets modelled, closely resembling the
actual discontinuity pattern shown in Figure 125.
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Figure 123 a) 3DEC model outer boundaries; and b) developments and mining stopes near the
north site

Figure 124 3DEC model a) geometry of the ubiquitous jointed block; b) location of the
discontinuum block relative to the main drift; c) explicit representation of the three
joint sets within the discontinuum block at the north site; and d) 2D section of the drift
through the discontinuum block showing the geometry and orientation of the main
joint set and the cross‐joints determined from underground mapping
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Figure 125 Comparison between the geometry of a) closely spaced bedding and cross‐jointing, and
b) the joint sets used to represent such features in the 3DEC model
5.6.6.2 Model inputs
The in situ stress magnitudes and orientations used are identical to those used in the Flac3d modelling
as given in Table 28.
A process of calibration was followed to adjust the rock and joint properties such that the model
outputs matched the field measurements. The parameters derived by this process are given in
Table 31.
Table 31 Discontinuum block (intact rock and joints) and continuum ubiquitous block properties
(UJ stands for ubiquitous joint)
Discontinuum block properties

Continuum ubiquitous block properties

Intact rock Young’s modulus

95 GPa

Rock mass Young’s modulus

29 GPa

Poisson’s ratio

0.31

Poisson’s ratio

0.31

Density

2,700 kg/m3 Density

2,700 kg/m3

Intact rock cohesion

7.5 MPa

Intact rock cohesion

7.5 MPa

Intact rock tensile strength

0.2 MPa

Intact rock tensile strength

0.2 MPa

Intact rock friction angle

20°

Intact rock friction angle

20°

Intact rock dilation angle

10°

Intact rock dilation angle

10°

Joint cohesion

1.0 MPa

Uj cohesion

1.0 MPa

Joint tensile strength

0.01 MPa

Uj tensile strength

0.01 MPa

Joint friction angle

20°

Uj friction angle

20°

Joint dilation angle

10°

Uj dilation angle

10°

Joint normal stiffness

180 GPa/m

Joint shear stiffness

18 GPa/m

As in the FLAC3D model, ‘liner’ elements were used to simulate the fibrecrete and ‘cable’ elements to
simulate the existing rockbolts and installed SMART instrumentation. The modelled support elements
are depicted in Figure 126.
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Figure 126 Liner and cable elements used to simulate fibrecrete, rock bolts and the SMART cables
at the north site
The properties of the liner elements used to simulate fibrecrete and the cable elements used to
simulate the SMART cables and rock bolts are provided in Table 32 and Table 33, respectively. These
properties were derived from manufacturer’s specifications for reinforcement, published values for
grout and fibrecrete and from on‐site quality control. The liner thickness was determined by
photogrammetry scans conducted before and after the application of fibrecrete (see Figure 122 a).
The frictional strength and stiffness properties of the liner‐rock contact were obtained from the results
of laboratory tests reported by Saiang et al. (2005).
Table 32 Properties of 3DEC liner element
Shotcrete liner properties

Value

Thickness

0.15 m

Poisson’s ratio

0.25

Elastic modulus

20 GPa

Density

2 t/m3

Friction angle

40°

Tensile strength

Infinite

Cohesion

Infinite

Rock‐liner contact normal stiffness

250 GPa/m

Rock‐liner contact shear stiffness

1 GPa/m
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Table 33 Properties of 3DEC cable elements representing the SMART cables and rock bolts
(Sweby et al. 2016)
Cable element properties
(SMART cable)

Value

Cable element properties
(rockbolts)

Value

Cable modulus

195 GPa

Cable modulus

205 GPa

Cross‐sectional area

1.43 × 10‐4 m2

Cross‐sectional area

3 × 10‐4 m2

Tensile strength

0.2 MN

Tensile strength

0.25 MN

Grout stiffness

670 MPa/m

Grout stiffness

670 MPa/m

Grout cohesion

1.5 MPa

Grout cohesion

2 MPa

5.6.6.3 Key outputs and correlations with instrumentation data
Figure 127 compares the actual and modelled drift convergence. It can be seen that the 3DEC model
underestimates the drift convergence measured after the excavations of Stopes 21 and 23 at six
sections at the north site (CP1 to CP6), while it realistically predicts the convergence measured
following the excavation of Stope 29.
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Figure 127 Comparison between modelled and measured drift convergence at the north site. S21,
S23 and S29 stand for Stopes 21, 23 and 29
The distributions of axial loads along the cables after the excavation of all the three stopes (Stage 4 in
Fig 13‐32) are presented in Figure 128. Note that a negative load value means that the cable is under
tension. It is evident from this figure that only the sidewall cables are under tension. This is consistent
with field data as only the sidewall SMART cables showed appreciable load (Sweby et al. 2016). It can
be derived from Figure 128 that the cable on the west side is under higher load than that on the east
side.
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Figure 128 Contours of axial forces along the cable elements representing the SMART cables after
excavation of stope 29
Figure 129 compares the axial load distribution along the cable elements after the excavation of
Stope 29 (Stage 4 in Figure 123) with those measured from the sidewall SMART cables at the north
site. A comparison between the measured and modelled loads in Figure 129 suggests that the
maximum load measured along the SMART cable is overestimated by the cable element by about
4 tonnes in the case of the east cable and by about 3 tonnes in the case of the west cable. The decrease
in the load with increasing distance from the collar is however captured reasonably well by the 3DEC
cable elements.
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Figure 129 Comparison between the measured and modelled axial loads along the cables on the
east (a) and west (b) sides of the drift after the excavation of Stope 29 (Stage 4 in
Figure 123)

5.7 Conclusions
Reasonable correlation has been obtained between field instrument measurements and 3D numerical
models. Realistic input data for rock mass properties, in situ stress and support elements have been
applied, with attention to detail in model initialisation and sequencing to ensure that a realistic loading
path is followed.
The primary correlation parameter is the tunnel sidewall closure using a proven, reliable method of
measurement. These correlations are good and only minor improvements could be achieved by
further fine‐tuning the input parameters.
The correlation between measured and predicted cable load is somewhat more erratic than the
closure measurements, although general trends are replicated. Considering peak loading only, the
percentage difference ranged from 10% to 40% (good to poor) for the cables which showed
measurable load.
In regard to the applicability of numerical modelling for ground support design, this study has shown
the following:


This type of modelling requires a significant amount of time and expertise, which is generally
not available at mine site in practice.



The correlations achieved is realistic for some parameters, but somewhat erratic for others.



At the early stages of design, no verifiable data are available for correlation/calibration and
thus results may not be reliable.



The tool itself has the capability to reproduce the load and displacement experienced by
ground support under controlled conditions such as this monitoring study.

In summary, it is difficult to conclude that this type of numerical modelling could be used for
explicit design of ground support systems at mine sites given the complexities in setting up,
running and calibrating the model. The sensitivity of the outputs to input data variability is also a
major concern when using numerical models for design purposes (Sweby et al. 2014).
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